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A VOICE FOR GAY MEN IN MAINE 
. 
. VOL 8 NO 11 JULY 1991 PRICELESS 
Letters --
Dear Our Paper: 
Even if the gay-rights bill had passed. 
we are expending our energy on the wrong 
covering of freedom. The reasons oui- civil 
rights are hidden from us is not only public 
attitudes, but. the government 's uneven 
application of the laws. Unfortunately. 
Hospitality House Inc. and her people speak 
from experience. · 
While some would allow equal rights 
for non-heterosexuals , the non-
heterosexual s who belong to other 
"minorities" will still be discriminated 
~gainst. Those who are Indian,, Asian, or 
Afro-American gays and lesbians HAD 
the laws on their side before any gay-rights 
bill, and still those extra words failed to 
help. We need to have the protection of the 
law be more than an empty promise. We 
need citizen groups to insure fairness in the 
application of constitutional rights. 
Citizen groups should be formed of 
ALL minorities who will be vocal ;md 
assure courts that the public will be aware 
if they choose to protect government 
officials rather than look out for individuals' 
rights. When someone out there forms such 
an advocacy, watchdog group, let me know. 
We need to use our energy where it 's not 
been used before! 
Jan Lightfoot 
P.O. Box 62 
Hinckley, ME 04944 
(207) 453-2986 
I I 
Dear Our Paper. 
I've noticed recently that you are 
running an ad for a "Free Gay Party 
Line". This ad disturbs me. I feel this 
ad is hurtful in that it proclaims "No 
Restrictions." I realize this paper is for 
both male and female, to that end, I 
love the fact that you've separated the 
personals. Also that is the place for 
"that type of solicitation". I think we 
need to present ourselves in a more 
positive light, and an ad proclaiming in 
large letters "Free ... Speak to Men . 
.. No Restrictions!!" is offensive to -
some, hurtful to most, and degrading · 
to all of "us". 
Thank you. 
Connie Pelkey 
Dear Our Paper. 
I picked up the Our Paper and 
Maine in Pink Guide '91 at the River-
front in Bangor. I read both this 
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morning. My lover and I are new to 
Maine so this is the first time I have 
seen your newspaper. 
I found Our Paper to be filled with 
interesting items and articles. I found 
your survey insulting and stereotyping! 
I give examples: Section 3 "to see what 
others are wearing". What? I think 
more highly' of Gay /Lesbian people 
than that! Section· 5 "if gay male, :liow-
much do you spend weekly on cat food 
"versus" If a lesbian, }:'low much do you 
spend weekly on cat 'food, dog 'food, 
· grain and horse chow". Also "if lesbian, 
what type of pick-up truck". It seems 
homophobia runs deeper in Maine 
than I thought! When "we" stereotype 
"us" there is a de·ep problem in Maine. 
I come from Massachusetts and 
spend my Gay dollars wisely.· A sub-
scription to a local Gay /Lesbian paper 
would be nice but not to see homo-
phobia in print. For that I can read any 
local paper! 
I began to fill out the survey b.ut 
when I came to these remarks I figured 
you folks are not really interested in 
surveying the Gay /Lesbian community 
for political knowledge. 
I doubt this letter will make your 
paper but needed to respond. Stereo-
typing and homophobia must be fought 
at all levels! 
Sincerely yours, 
Micheal Desplaines 
• I ' ·~ 
I I' 
Hey Mu:hael - Wekome to Maine. 
Now that you're not in MassaCHUsetts 
anymore, you'll learn to recognize our 
Maine sense of humor. Lighten up! 
Have fun! (Just a note -you'll be quite 
surprised by the survey results.) 
The Collective 
To Whom It May Concern: 
The Alliance of Seacoast Gay and 
Lesbian Youth has been disbanded due 
to a lack of interest in the area. People 
wh0,. are interested in the group can 
write to the address below; 
We thank you f~r- the support you 
gave us and wish to thank the memoers 
of the staff of Our Paper. Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
Erik R. Tanguay 
The Alliance of Seacoast Gay 
and Lesbian Youth 
_ 191 Washington Street, Apt. #2 
Dover, NH 03820 
Dear Our Paper. 
This is an open letter to the owners 
of Maine's lesbian and gay bars. Are 
you for us, or are you against us? In 
spite of overwhelming evidence that 
secondary cigarette smoke is "wicked" 
carcinogenic, the air quality in most 
bars is thick with stale smoke. The 
installation of industrial strength air 
cleaners could solve this problem, and 
make bars a healthier environment in 
which gay and lesbian social needs can 
be met. These cleaners cost about a 
thousand dollars each, and would be an 
exceUent way · for bar myners to show 
that they truly care about the health of 
their patrons. · 
The usual business owner's 
response is that this is just too 
expensive. But can we afford to ignore 
the real damage that is done when we 
breathe this air? Certainly we all 
understand that times are tough and 
the stress takes its toll. Our lesbigay 
rights movement has faced anoth_er 
setback in Augusta, Maine faces a 
weakened economy, there is high 
unemployment, and health care costs 
are skyrocketing. These are the times 
when we must really work at protecting 
our health! True, many bar owners 
host fund raising efforts for AIDS 
programs, and we all continue to do 
what we can to maintain our own 
health and share the responsibilities of 
managing the AIDS epidemic. Medical 
researchers have also discovered that 
gay men generally have low levels of 
selenium and zinc, two important 
minerals vital for strong immuno-
suppiressant response. We should 
venture out to meet friends for a drink. 
Personally, I don't choose to spend · 
money in places where the air stings 
my eyes and fouls my clothes. I would 
hope that Maine's bars join those in 
other states rhat show that they truly 




Dear Our Paper: 
This is a response sent to the defense 
attorney (and straight media) regard-
ing his comments about the victim. 
June 25, 1991 
Schuyler G. Steele, Esq. 
65 Commercial Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
Dear Mr. Steele: 
Last night I was watching the news 
regarding the client you currently rep-
resent who is charged with attempted 
murder in the knifing of a college pro-
fessor. I suppose it is your attorney 
strategy which leads you to state to the 
continued on page 9 
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'Editoriaf--
DO YOU BELIEVE IN MAGIC? 
by Heather Alexander 
Probably the job of wntmg this 
month's editorial for our "retro-60s 
psychedelic" issue fell to me because I 
am the only current member of the 
Our Paper staff who actually grew up 
on the 60s. Prime age - I was 14 when 
the Beatles emerged on the scene. To 
get in the mood to write this I pulled 
out some old records, "pumped up the 
volume" and really tried to recapture 
the way I felt when I was first listening 
to them. The fact that I'm incontro-
vertedly middle-aged often appalls me, 
but it was worth it to grow up in the 
60s. 
There are many scholarly books 
written about the 60s, hell, the scholars 
probe and dissect EVERYTHING, so · 
this will not be at all scholarly, it will 
be my perspective, as a part-time 
flower child from the most boring 
suburb on the eastern seaboard, of 
those times. 
Around 1%4 a new spirit began 
"blowing' in the wind". I first saw a 
picture of the . Beatles in Vogue 
Magazine. That was the beginning for 
me - those "lads from LiYerpool" with 
the mop haircuts. It wasn't the safe 
Ozzie and Harriet 50s anymore. We 
quit "Leaving it to Beaver" and started 
doing things our parents didn't like. 
We grew our hair long and rebelled 
against dress codes. (Girls were not 
allowed to wear slacks to schools.) We 
began to question the program design-
ed to shuttle the girls into wife and 
motherhood and the boys into 
company clonehood. 
Then the Beatles came out with 
"Sargent Pepper'' ·and the Psychedelic 
60s had arrived in ernest. Magic was 
foot. Love beads became the 60s 
rosary, clothes bloomed with 
em hroidery and the grass on the 
Cambridge Common died from too 
many "love-ins". We "tuned in and 
turned on", "did our own thing" and not 
"trusting anyone over thirty", we 
protested the government's decision to 
march us off to war. It felt like a time 
of expansion, and experimentation: 
Repression was out, expression and 
free love were in. 
The legacy of the time was a new 
sense of freedom, a questioning of 
authority, and a realization that the 50s 
more didn't fit anymore; life could be 
more than a house in the suburbs, a 
nice car and 2.3 kids that the wife 
DO YOUR BUSINESS 
WITH GAY-FRIENDLY 
BUSINESSES 
Evervdav is Special at -
VIDEO YES! 
101 Congress Street 828-0333 
stayed home to raise. If we were 
"different" we began to notice who we 
were and started to feeJ proud about it, 
no longer ashamed at not being ~hat 
societal model, the white heterosexual 
male. The 60s birthed a new social 
consciousness, led to a renewed 
women's liberation movement, the 
Stonewall Rebellion, and abortion on 
demand. We overthrew the "rules" that 
kept life "safe" for our parents. 
For me the 60s were great fun. I 
was enjoying my life as a melancholy, 
black-dad, teenage existentialist with 
occasional _ forays into flower-
childhood. There was magic in the air, 
a giant youthful "be-in", a street dance 
pulsing with the rhythm of life, and 
endless possibilities to change the 
world. 
Here we are in the 90s, the grass 
on the Cambridge Common is flourish-
ing, and a line from the Beatles song, 
"I Am the Walrus" come to mind -
"Man, you've been a naughty boy, 
you've let your face grow long". The 
"thought police" we talked about are 
here, whether they . are right wing 
"Right-to-Lifers" who want to say what 
a woman should do with her body, and 
Sun. Drama Night - all dramas $1.50* 
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while they are at it, think that all gay 
people should die of AIDS. Who, in 
fact, want to make all the rules we 
should live by. Or the "politically 
correct" thought police, who don't want 
us to notice difference and diversity in 
the quest for perfect equality, and who 
also want to make the rules. We have 
more rules all the time, are they 
making us "safe"? 
The corporations did gobble up 
many of us, both men and women, 
creating yuppie workaholics, while the 
ones who clung to their youthful ideals 
became ferociously ernest. Life got so 
serious. Now everything is a "war", a 
war on drugs, a war on poverty, etc. 
Where did the magic go, the dance of · 
life, the fun? To use a popular phrase, 
perhaps we should "just say no" to all 
these wars, quit being "good soldiers", 
hold a few protests, "make love, not 
war", LIGHTEN UP, let our hair 
down, and begin to have a little more 
fun. Laughter can make the strongest 
bugbears loosen their hold. 
The 60s opened a window that has 
been closing in on us since the 80s. 
Perhaps it's time to open it again, get 
some fresh air and "let the sunshine 
in". Anyone for a "love-in?" 
0 
0 0 0 
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THE FIRST GAY RIGHTS BILL IN MAINE 
Celebrating Our Successes . 
by Lois Reckett 
During 1976 a small group of 
Mainiacs and I began the first campaign 
to pass gay and lesbian rights legislation -
in Maine. It was both a story of profiles 
in courage and in the lack thereof. 
In October of 1976 a small group of 
us began meeting to strategize a 
campaign · for Maine to become, we 
hoped, the first state to pass civil rights 
legislation to protecting gays and 
lesbians in employment, housing, public 
accommodations, and credit. 
We formed the Maine Coalition for 
Human Rights. Initially there were only 
two groups in it - the Maine chapter 
of the National Organization for 
Women who provided the bulk of the 
initial impetus and the Maine Gay 
Task Force whose few, but 
hardworking members, put out the 
monthly Mainely Gay. Later we were 
joined by Maine Lesbian Feminists, a 
notoriously apolitical group who 
lobbied their hearts out, and eventually 
by the Maine chapter of the American 
Civil Liberties Union, whose 
contribution was in name oply for the 
bulk of the campaign. 
At the time we were not naive 
enough to believe that we would 
succeed this first time out, although 
periodically during the eight-month 
effort we experienced a bout of 
delusionary euphoria. At the time we 
represented the most political savvy gay 
men and lesbians in Maine. We knew 
it was at least a ten-year battle we had 
engaged. 
Reality descended on us initially in 
the form of the search for sponsors. 
We wanted, of course, geographic 
diversity. We ultimately settled for 
courageous legislators in Portland __: 
Laurence Connolly and the prime 
sponsor that year, Gerald Talbort, 
Maine's only black legislator. They 
were both Democrats but at that time 
bills could not be sponsored on a 
bipartisan basis under the rules of the 
Maine Legislature. 
4 
Before settling on Larry and Gerry 
we tried all manner of "friends" 
including legislators who in later years 
would/could forward to sponsor. Jane 
Holmes of Winterport tried to convince 
Senator Minette Cummings of Penob-
scot County. I tried to convince an old 
friend, Representative Barbara Trafton 
of Androscoggin County. None but 
Talbot and Connolly would take what 
they perceived to be the political risk 
- although to the best of my recollect-
ion, all those we· seriously. approached 
ultimately voted with us. 
January 28, 1977 was the filing 
deadline for bills for the 108th Maine 
Legislative session. Shortly before, we 
decided to go ahead with Talbot as the 
chief sponsor. Consequently, Gerry 
thought that he sh_ould be a litpe better 
informed about the issue of gay civil 
rights. His commitment to date had 
been primarily a philosophical one. 
In an effort to educate himself, 
Gerry went to purchase a book. The 
most appropriate he could find had the 
word "gay" in the title. The clerk at the 
cash register would not take the money 
from his hand - but insisted he lay it 
down on the counter. And since Gerry 
is a very light skinned Black person he 
was convinced it was because the clerk 
thought he was gay. From then on his 
crusade for our rights became even · 
more personal. 
In the Portland Evening Express . 
(3 /17 /77) Talbot asserted that it wasn't 
just his and Connolly's liberal 
reputations that made them come 
forward to sponsor the legislation. 
"There has to be a voice here (in the 
legislature) for those who have no 
voice." 
~ Early in January we decided we 
needed spokespersons for the press. 
We settled on two - 'Petef Pr izer, an 
openly gay man, and myself, the 
straight female. The hitch was that I 
had recently come out - to myself -
but no one in Maine knew. In addition, 
I was still married at the time and 
fearful of the consequences should my 
sexuality become known before the 
inevitable .divorce. I was, I might add, 
right to be fearful. 
So for the entire campaign I stayed 
snuggly in the closet - except, of 
course, that the Maine Times published 
a cover story on the issue and the 
campaign. My picture took up half the 
page. Although the photo credit 
identified me from the National 
Organization for Women, it was widely 
misilllterpreted. The incident nearly 
cost me my job at the local YWCA. 
Peter did handle the bulk of the 
press for that first campaign -
especially after I confided to him my 
"secret". But, the most enduring 
contribution Peter made that year was 
to d,evelop the lobbying fact sheet -
whic:h in<,:loded a painstakingly 
alphabetized list of all the towns and 
cities in Maine ( correlated to their 
legislative districts). That document, in 
an updated form, has been used to this 
day by NOW and by all subsequent gay 
rights campaigns. 
The next problem was the hearing. 
We were determined that it be the 
most comprehensive possible - and we 
had, of course, almost no money. In 
sp_ite of the obstacles, however, we 
stated a great hearing - from Frank 
Kameny, former Human Rights 
Commissioner of the District of 
Columbia (where gay ,rights legislation 
had been in place for several years) 
Arlie Scott, Director of the Office of 
Social Concerns of the Unitarian 
Universalist Church (and recently 
eleclted Vice President Action of 
NOW) 
We had for several weeks been 
collecting petition signatures in support 
of the bill. As the hearings approached 
we began to despair. How could a little 
over 900 signatures, however pains-
takingly obtained, be utilized 
effectively? And then someone came 
up with the bright idea to draw a huge 
map of Maine on poster board and 
SUPPORT THOSE 




identify all the towns from which we 
had signatures! The decision was then 
made to present the map to the 
Legislative committee as I came 
forward to testify for the members of 
the Maine Coalition for Human Rights. 
"We came together out of a 
common concern for the civil rights of 
lesbians and gay men to initiate the 
drafting of LD 1419 which you have 
before you today. 
For nearly a year we have been 
meeting to organize this legislative 
effort and have conducted a public 
education campaign on this issue. As a 
part of that effort we have . been 
circulating petitions of support for this 
legislation all over the State of Maine. 
To date we have collected 946 
signatures in support. As you can see 
from this map they come from all over 
the state - from nearly every town and 
city. 
We submit to you that they also 
indicate in some small way the 
statewide support for LD 1419. We are 
giving to you today as well a list of the 
municipalities in this country which 
have similar legislation as law. 
We assert that Maine people are 
ready to take the lead .-snd make us the 
first of the states to enact statewide 
protection for the civil rights of gay 
persons. 
We ask you to listen and study the 
issue carefully and vote LD 1419 out of 
this committee unanimously ought to 
pass." 
·The Bangor Daily News (5/18/77) 
reported " ... map showing areas of the 
state where petitions for bill were 
signed. Supporters spanned the state 
from Limestone to Eastport, Kingfield, 
to Kittery." Thank heavens no one was 
able to see the mad scramble at the 
end of our preparations in order to 
obtain that geographic diversity. 
The hearing went off without a 
hitch and the Bangor Daily News went 
on to say the next day "The packed 
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Goddess Park, Wyoming 
The time was 2:39 p.m . Saturday 
afternoon. My loving partner was out in the 
yard having a heart-to-heart with hertomato 
plants. In Indian language her name would 
be "Dances with Dandelions". Cats were 
droozled in cool spots around the house, 
getting their mandatory seventeen hours of 
daily sleep. From outside came the distant 
summer sounds of people with . weed-
whackers, kids playing or fighting, and 
cars driving by with their radios cranked up 
to the hi It and their windows cranked down. 
The sound of too much mail being 
jammed through a two-inch slot, the slam 
of a broken screen door, and the jingle-
jingle of mailman keys on a long chain 
brought me downstairs to see what goodies 
had arrived with the post. 
A flyer from someplace selling radial 
tires, an opportunity to purchase hundreds 
of mattresses, the summer version of Harry 
& David gifts, two identical pieces of mail 
informing me- in two different spellings of 
my last name - that I had already won a 
pontiac fireb1rd, cable bill, assorted junk 
with our names misspelled, and something 
I hadn't seen bef<.1te. A packaged piece 
mailed to the two of us that read simply, 
''This Summer and Every Summer. 
Goddess Park is for you! The world's first 
and only theme park just for women." I 
:ooked at the return address. A post office 
~ox number for Chugwater, Wyoming. 
I slipped out the kitchen door to the 
deck. "Celeste, mail's come!" 
"Anything interesting?" she asked, 
rearranging the little wire cages around her 
tomato plants. 
"Mostly the usual stuff, but there's a 
thing in here for something called 'Goddess 
P:,irk' in Wyoming. It's address~d to both 
of us. Why don't you take a break and come 
look at this with me." Anchoring her trowel 
in the ground like a bookmark, she 
wandered up onto the deck while I got us a 
couple of glasses of ice water. 
Snapping the lavender dot sticker on 
the multifold piece, it expanded to nearly 
poster size in my hands. "Goddess Park," it 
read, "was not just another amusement park. 
The first in a series of Total-Female-
Experiential parks, Goddess Park was 
designed by women, for women. Its 
mission? Complete re-empowerment, a 
heck of a good time, simple one-fee entry, 
and plenty of free parking in underground 
parking caverns near the base of Sheep 
Mountain, elevation 6,841 ft." 
"Wow! Listen to this," I began. "This 
place has everything! Home of the world's 
largest and most exciting roller coasters, 
Goddess Park offers the 'PMS Screamer' 
and the 'Menstroller Mania Machine'!" 
"I'm not getting on any roller coaster." 
"No, no. Just listen to this! The PMS 
Screamer offers nine of the most incredible 
minutes of your life! Theriqevaults forward 
from a pitch' black tube, climbs 2000 feet at 
a 60-degree angle, then plummets straight 
down at speeds of over I 00 mph into three 
complete loop-de-loops before screeching 
to a halt in a fully-choreographed, simulated 
middle-management office so realistic that 
as you stagger from your seat, you will be 
handed -a. folder containing a variety of 
paperwork and told, 'Mr. Peterson needs 
copies of this for all seven departments 
before 3:00 p.m. Are you alright?' The 
office comes complete with Santa Fe decor, 
a persnickety photocopier, and glass 
ceiling." 
"I am not getting on any roller coaster. 
You aren't listening to me." 
"Oh my God! . This is great! The 
Menstoller Mania Machine is for the 
seasoned, post-pube~y, female traveller 
only. This 28-minute attraction begins at 
Fellopia Station. The 'tube', as it is 
sometimes called, coasts on a unique 
magnetic track that propels the ride forward 
Bue.I('(, BEil-l&Youf( BE~T FRIEND~ Nof 
MAl>E AN'( EA~1E~ BY 1liE KNOWLED'1E THAT 
~OME A~~ININE. GuiRt< of N,aJuRE Len, Vou~ C 
HAIR ~iA'I P£Rf£cT 1N I00t• HIIMIDI'fy ... 
along a gentle incline for seven minutes. 
Cresting at over 1000 feet above the ground, 
the , (ide plunges downward through a 
dizzying 360-degree loop that feeds directly · 
into the famous water-retention-slide. So 
realistic that your shoes will feel tight. 
Survivors of the water slide are then cork-
screwed through five min~-altering loops 
before the ride zig-zags through the 
Enchanted Cramp Forest. 
Sliding to a halt after only 14 minutes, 
the magnetic polarity of the track is reversed 
suddenly and passengers are dragged 'bass-
ackwards' through the whole thing all over 
again. (Women are advised that a change 
of clothing may be necessary following 
this amusement.) Incredible!" 
"You are demented! That sounds 
horrible! Who wants to be strapped to some 
half-crazed piece of metal and dragged 
through Hell and back?" 
"Are you kidding? It sounds like fun! 
Besides, they have other stuff as well. 
Puberty Park has a buncJl of low-stress 
attractions: the Bloat-Walk, Bitch-Till-
You-Win, the Mood Swings, and Bumper 
Cramps." 
"Puberty Park?" 
"Yeah, that's for theteenagers. Let's 
see: What else do they have ... " 
"Let me see that." Disarming me of the 
brochure, she read, "Goddess Park offers 
complete overnight luxury accom-
modations at the Athena Motorlodge, 35 
minutes out of Chugwater, Wyoming, just 
off route 25. Covering five acres of the 
~ost breath-taking landscapes you'll ever 
see, Goddess Park is fully enclosed and 
security monitored 'round the biological 
clock. In need of a lift? Take a trip through 
the Weight-watcherless Environment or 
ride the Mood Elevators. Feeling 
adventurnus? 
Take a spin on the Emotional Tilt-a-
Whirl, or visit . the dreaded House of 
Dressing Room Mirrors! Convention'al 
carnival attractions such as Whack-an-Ex' 
are available as well. Movie buffs will love 
our comedy take-off feature, Tampax Toss 
at By-Pass Corral.'' 
I jumped in . "How much does it cost?" 
Fixing me with :.i stare normally reserved 
for 6-yearolds, she said, "Don't get crazy," 
then sighed, "according to this, they are 
inviting us to take advantage of the Summer 
Empowerment Package -offering overnight 
weekend accommodations plus access to 
all Feminist Food Stands. It says, 'delight 
in our homemade and liberally located Ms. 
Salty Chips, Diet Soda Fountains, and the 
ever-popular Ms.& Ms. chocolate.candies 
as you stroll the park. Whether you are 
looking forthrills and excitement, a chance 
to surround yourself with women for 48 
hours, or a good game of politically-correct 
beano, this empowering weekend ends with 
a Sexist Pig Roast that is so intense, 
according to some women, that very thought 
of watching 'Green Acres' brings them to 
tears. It is a highly symbolic, bonding 
experience in which hundreds of women 
chase down and hog-tie the main course, sit 
around a campfire to share their own stories 
of sexual harassment and frustration, and 
then, in a healing gesture, release the sexist 
pig into the night." 
"That's incredible. What happens 
then?" 
"They call Pizza Express, in · 
Thermopolis and order 500 extra-cheese-
with-thick-crusts to be delivered. There's 
even a coupon in here good for two extra 
toppings." She held the coupon in her left 
hand, waving it slightly. I looked at her. 
She looked at me. The silence broken by a 
smile, I stood up and stretched. She said, 
"the number is 1-800-GOD-DESS." 
Wandering toward the kitchen door I 
paused and looked back at her. "What do 
you like on your pizza?" · 
©l'l'lof.~ 
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Maine (iayzette -- V..fE ASKED AND YOU TOLD US 
"Phone Zap" Incites Reaction from WBLM 
Gay activists. angered by a negative 
gay joke that was broadcast li've on 
WBLM 's "Joke of the Day" contest May 
14th, organized a phone zap the following 
Tuesday that clogged up the radio station• s 
telephone lines and caused general manager 
Eve Rubins to call the activists and set up 
a meeting to settle the issue. . 
Bob Gordon, Mark Griswold, and Jeff 
Levensaler met with Rubins and morning 
D.J .s Mark Persky and Herb Ivy on 
Thursday. May 23th, at which time WBLM 
agreed to air no more gay jokes and 
promised to run more gay/lesbian-oriented 
public service announcements. In addition, 
both Persky and Ivy apologized for 
\ 
broadcasting the joke, for which the caller 
was awarded a complimentary tee-shirt. 
.. We were expecting to meet with two : 
homophobes," Griswold said. But the DJ .s 
were "very open to discussion" and the 
meeting was "very positive." "Their intent 
wasn't to ridicule gays. They didn't 
understand the implications of the joke," 
he said. "They just like to rag on 
everybody." 
Griswold, Gordon, and Levensaler have 
agreed to supplyWBLM with public service 
announcements relevant to the gay /lesbian 
community. They may be reached at (207) 
871-1014. . 
Lambert Hopes to Start 
Maine·Log Cabin Club 
Last March, during the heated debates 
and media splurges that preceeded the 
legislature• s rejection of the gay rights bill, 
Massachusetts Governor William Weld 
telephoned Governor John McKernan and 
encouraged him to support the bill, citing 
his own administration' s positive rela-
tionship with the gay and lesbian commu-
nities in his st~te. The call was requested by 
Robin Lambert, a long-time member of 
Maine '. s Republican Party and a victim of 
homophobic attacks by right-wing Re-
publicans during his political campaigns 
last year, and was relayed to Weld by 
Richard Tafel, a Cambridge, MA resident 
and current president of the Log Cabin 
Club, a national group of gay and lesbian 
Republicans. 
Now Lambert is working on starting a 
Log Cabin Club chapter in Maine and has 
invited Tafel to meet this month with Re-
publican bigwigs, including Party Chair 
Ted O'Meara and its former executive di-
rector Tony Payne, as well as with gay and 
lesbian party members in a private meeting. 
The Log Cabin Club is so called because 
Abraham Lincoln, who founded the Re-
publican Party and is among America's 
most progressive presidents, was born in a 
log cabin. The group believes in Republi-
can political philosophy but is progressive 
on soci~ issues." f,.t the core of Republican, 
politics is the importance of the individual 
and of an individual• s rights." said Lambert, 
"A person should be judged on his or her 
talents and contributions to society, not 
according to sexuality, race or anything 
else." 
Persons interested in receiving further 
information of the Log Cabin Club may 
write Lambert at 538 Brighton A venue, 
Portland, ME 04102. 
M.D. Harmon Quarrels 
with USM over ROTC 
Conservative Portland Press Herald 
columnist M.D. Harmon has thrown 
punches at · the Faculty Senate of the 
University of Southern Maine for its having 
passed a resolution requesting the university 
to terminate agreements with the 
Department of Defense concerning ROTC 
until discrimination on the basis of sexual 
orientation is abolished. Harmon has 
claimed that the resolution discriminates 
against a "much larger group of prospective 
students" who want to serve their country 
but would be barred from doing so without 
ROTC. . 
As was the case during debate about 
Maine' s recently failed gay-rights bill, 
Harmon's argument is grounded in his 
belief that homosexuals are basically 
unnatural, diseased people whose visibility 
would diminish morale and make every 
straight person in the military a "potential 
sexual conquest." Two sponsors of the 
resolution, professors Janet Burson and 
Monique Crochet, defend the faculty's 
stand on the grounds that it puts "pressure 
on the federal government to integrate 
homosexuals into ROTC and give them a 
chance to serve their country." 
DEFENDING YOUR LIFE 
ROSENCRANTZ AND 
<)ver 100 completed surveys which 
wer1e included as a pull-out section in 
the Maine in Pink Guide and Map, 
have arrived at the Our Paper office in 
May/June. While we tabulate the 
results ( to be printed in future issues of 
Our Paper, here are a few samplings 
from the section "Is there anything we 
didn't ask that you'd like to tell us?": 
· • JV11y is May the month that has both 
the Film Festival and Symposium? 
Can't these events be spread out? 
. '.The majority of [the J year is a 
drought and then comes May. We 
need to get together more often both 
for ourselves and for political 
statements. 
• If I were to discuss civil rights and 
discrimination with a politician I 
would probably discuss the need for 
any of the civil rights that have had 
to be clearly outlined. If our society 
consisted of individuals who viewed 
all of human kind as equal then 
there would be 110 need for anti-
continued from page 4 
hea1ring room burst into loud applause 
when it was announced that there were 
no opposition witnesses to the Gay 
Rights bill." '(5/18/77) •"You've got to 
be kidding me," shouted Gerry Talbot. 
"We've won already!" (Maine Times, 
5/27/77) 
After a short recess Rep. Jasper 
Wyman (D-Pittsfield) came scurrying 
in having "heard it through the 
grapevine" that there was no opposition 
witnesses. He got permission to insert 
into the hearing record his assertion 
that the bill "would destroy our J udeo-
- Christian heritage". 
Four days later at the committee 
work session on the bill reality set in. 
Of the 13 committee members, six 
favored the bill. In spite of all our 
lobbying we were never able to get 
another committee member to vote 
with us. Furthermore, at that time we 
began to hear a soon common thread 
in the debate - from Rep. Marjorie 
Hutchings of Lincolnville. 
"If we pass this, we're putting a 
stamp of approval on something that is 
not the normal way of behavior. I think 
that we would see a proliferation of 
these people, whom I consider sick, 
moving in droves to Maine. Everyone 
is dliscriminated against at some time. 
Homosexuals have to live with it. We 
can't make it a fair world for 
everyone." (Maine Times, 5/27 /77)) 
June 28 - July 4 
discrimination laws/guidelines and 
clearly outlined civil rights because 
quality would be the natural state of 
being. As this does not seem to be 
forthcoming in the near future it 
seems essential that those with 
political power /responsibility . ensure 
that guidelines are developed to 
secure q11ality until humankind is 
able to maintain a sense of total 
equality for all 011 its own. I wo11ld 
also like to express the need and 
importance of having those in the 
gay /lesbian community maintain and 
demonstrate the same respect and 
sense of equality for those of the 
heterosexual community that we are 
asking/or. 
• Looking forward to seeing the results 
- interesting survey. 771a11ks. 
If you haven't already done so, 
please fill out and· return your survey 
today. Get your Maine in Pink Guide 
and Map which includes Our Paper's 
pull~out survey by calling Our Paper at 
207-761-0733. 
The next phase came quickly - to 
move to a vote in the House and the 
Senate on June 1st and 2nd. In the 
meantime at, least four gay people 
worked lobbying the bill in the 
corridors of the Maine Legislature -
Nan Stone, Peter Prizer, Richard 
Steinman, and Stephen Leo. 
In anticipation of the floor debate 
in the House, Speaker John Martin 
took two actions - 1) he tried to 
control the language of the members 
debating the bill and 2) cleared a class 
of schoolchildren out of the visitors 
gallery before dimming the lights to 
prevent television coverage of the 
debate. The latter action was more 
successful than the former. 
Rep. Stanley Laffin (D-Westbrook), 
as was his usual bent, simultaneously 
pressed the limits of decency and the 
English language. Rep. Robert Carrier 
(D-Westbrook) railed on about 
homosexual school teachers. 
Fortunately, the fact that I later was 
his daughter's swimming instructor 
never came to his attention. 
- The House defeated the legislation 
89-55. In the Senate the debate was 
more restrained but the results were 
similar - a defeat 21-10. At the time 
the consensus of supporters was that 
we had done a credible job for the first 
time out. The bill would pass the next 
time around. As of this writing, that 
has not been the case. 
- a 
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officials have approved a request by the 
Gay and Lesbian Education Fund to place 
posters with the words "faggot" and "dyke" 
. on the transit system's buses and in its 
subway stations. 
According to Metro Spokesperson 
Marilyn Dicus. the ad " meets [their] 
requirements," and system officials are not 
contemplating asking for any changes. 
Discus said that at one time officials did 
object to the language as possibly 
inflammatory and able to incite violence. 
"But their [ad] has the language in it, 
and we are approving it," said Dicus. 
According to Susan N. Donahue, chair 
of the Education Fund, the posters will 
read, "The next time you think 'Faggot' or 
'Dyke,' remember we belong to someone's 
family, perhaps yours." Three different 
sizes qf the poster will be used on the bus 
system. On the version that will be placed 
in the subway station 's lighted advertising 
boards, said Donahue, the poster will use 
magenta and yellow lettering on a black 
background. 
The Gay and Lesbian Education Fund 
won a suit against Metro in the early 1980s 
after transit system officials refused to 
accept another Education Fund poster. That 
poster featured snapshots of people 
accompanied by the words "Someone in 




HANOVER, N.H .-Dartmouth 
College refused last week to recognize a 
separate Dartmouth Gay and Lesbian 
Alumni Association (D-GALA), citing the 
need to maintain alumni unity. 
It is the college 's third such refusal of 
an aluqmi subgroup. In 1989, environ-
mentalists and white students were denied 
recognition as separate alumni organ-
izations. 
The eig"ht-year-old alumni association 
for homosexuals, which has more than 500 
members from classes dating back to 1928, 
· would have become the fourth alumni 
subgroup to be recognized by the college. 
Currently, such groups exist for blacks, 
American Indians, and lawyers. 
Alumni groups for homosexuals exist 
at either college§ across the nation, including 
the University of California campuses, 
Vassar College and Oberlin College. 
"How to Spot Gays" 
"Incidentally, there are no homosexuals 
among the Brady [Bunch) kids. They aren't 
even anatomically correct under their 
clothing. Nor would Buffy, Jody, or Cissy 
from Family A_ffair be queer. Butthese make 
excellent names for pets." -Southern 
Voice's David Salyer, explaining how to 
spot gays and lesbians (or lack thereof) on 
old TV shows. 
"Wedding Register" 
Created, 
NETHERLANDS-The city of 
Deventer has created a gay /lesbian 
"wedding register" after being convinced 
by De Gay Krant that it is legal to do so. The 
Netherlands-along with Czechoslovakia, 
Norway, and Sweden - is hoping to 
become the second country in the world to 
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AAA Doubles Up 
SEATTLE-The Washington state 
board of · the American Automobile 
Association agreed recently to allow same-
sex partners of its members sign up for 
"associate" memberships previously 
provided only to legal spouses and children. 
According to San Diego Update, a Gay 
newspaper, the agreement resulted from a 
complaint filed with the Seattle Human 
Rights Department three years ago by a gay 
man whose male partner was denied the 
less expensive membership. The 
department ruled last year that the AAA 
policy violated the city's ordinance 
prohibiting discrimination based on marital 
status. AAA refused tocotnply until March 
14th, one day before the complaint was due 
to go to court. 
The AAA board voted to extend its new 
policy throughout the state, not just in 
Seattle. 
No-Name Resigns 
MICHIGAN-The new president of 
the Lesbian and Gay Network of Western 
Michigan resigned recently after members 
were outraged when she n;fused to use her 
name in the media. The woman told 
reporters that her business caters to religious 
clientele and she feared that going public 
would cost her money. The reins of the 
organization were taken over by Jim 
Klinesteker, the only member of the 
executive committee who is openly gay. 
Brits Boycott Texaco 
ENGLAND-ACT UP/London· has 
turned up the heat in its campaign against 
the Texaco oil company which tests all 
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prospective employees in the United 
Kingdom (but not in other countries) for 
HIV. Activists picketed two London-petrol 
stations Feb. 23rd, handing out leaflets to 
motorists and station staff. The group has 
also called a boycott of all Texaco products. 
As with other British gay boycotts, the 
action is receiving support from trade 
unions, non-gay student groups and other 
progressive associations. Texaco's 
mandatory-testing policy has been in force 
in the U .K. since 1988, according to Capitol 
Gay. Job applicants who test HIV-positive 
are reportedly not hired. 
Helms elected 
"Bigot of the Year" 
ENGLAND-The readers of London 's 
Capitol Gay elected U.S. Sen. Jesse Helms 
Bigot of the Year for 1990. Former British 
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher came in 
second. Other honors handed out included 
Best TV Program: The Golden Girls. Best 
Film: Ghost. Best Singer/Band: Madonna. 
• Man of the Year: Singer Jimmy Somerville. 
Hunk of the Year: Mel Gibson. 
Same-Sex Couples 
to Attend Prom 
PHILADELPHIA-Officials at North 
Allegheny High School near Pittsburgh 
retracted their policy that only heterosexual 
couples could attend the school's senior 
prom and apologized for their "poor choice 
of words." 
Principal Francis Barnes said that the 
only intent of the policy was to keep singles 
from attending. the formal dance because 
students without dates tend to cause trouble. 
·"We were not trying to make a statement 
about lifestyles," he said. 
Barnes issued the clarification at a 
school assembly where he said same-sex 
couples wou1d be welcomed at the prom. 
Contributors to this month's Gayzette: 
Chicago ' s Outlines, Philadelphia Gay 
News, The Washington (D.C.) Blade, and 
Mountain Valley Men Newsletter. 
lower Lobby 
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To submit calendar information, please 
send information to: 
Our Paper 
P.O. Box 10744 
Portland, Me. 04104 
Deadline for• submissions is the 15th of 
each month. 
Chiltern Mountain Club is an outdoor 
recreational organization for lesbians and 
gay men. Call the Chiltern Trip line at 617-
859-2843 for more information on the club 
and impromptu trips. 
Chiltern Mountain Club Events 
July 13 
Sakonnet River bicycle ride. 35 mile ride 
and swim. Call Gloria for details at 617-
547-0053. 
July 12-14 
Backpacking in Vermont. 20.2 mile round 
trip hike on the Long Trail. Highlight is 
Mount Mansfield. Call Mike for details at 
603-644-7658. 
July 19, 20 and 21 
Sea kayaking, canoeing in Maine. Call Roy 
for details at 617-661-1436 (call before 
9:30pm please) 
July 20-21 
I st Annual Vershire Century - VT. 100 
mile ride in Vermont. Relax and swim on 
Sunday. Call Bob for details at 617-266-
3812 or 802-333-9448 . 
July 28 
Trail Building Workshop in NH. Help 
maintain Chiltem ' s adopted trail - Welch 
Dickey. Call Cindy for details at 617-625-
8537. 
The MA TLOVICH SOCIETY is an edu~ 
cational and cultural organization of gays 
and lesbians committed to sharing our 
history as well as providing person-af-
firming presentations and discussions in a 
supportive social environment. Meets 2nd 
and 4th Thursdays, 7:30-9pm, 2nd floor 
People 's Building, 155 Brackett Street, 
Portland. (mailing address: P.O. Box 942, 
Portland, 04104) 
Matlovich Society Events 
July 11 
John Holverson - historian, artist, con-
sultant, former curator & Executive Di-
rector of the Portland Museum of Art, will 
speak on the Native American traditions 
honoring the homosexual, "The Person 
with Two Spirits". 
July 25 
Gerry Talbot - first black member of the 
Maine Legislature, first sponsor of gay 
civil rights bill in Maine, president ofBlack 
8 
Education and History, Inc., will address 
''The Invisibility of Gays, Lesbians and 
Blacks in American History". 
August 8 
Dr. JoEllen Yale - psychotherapist, faculty 
member, poet, will present "Overcoming 
Homophobia", her recognized field of ex-
pertise. 
August 15 
The Society proudly announces the Hon-_ 
orable Barney Frank, openly gay con-
·gressman from Massachusetts, 7:30 pm at 
the Portland Museum of Art Auditorium. 
Free to the gay community. Reception 
follows . 
August 22 
Rev. Rosemary Denman, minister, activ-
ist, author, defrocked by the Methodist 
Church for being lesbian, will address 
"Spirituality and Homosexuality". 
OTHER UPCOMING EVENTS 
August 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 
15,16,17 
"Gertrude Stein and a Companion" by Win 
Wells is being performed by the company 
of "Doing Stra11ge Things in the Name of 
Art" in Portland at the former Bookland 
location on Congress Street. Directed and 
produced by Kathleen Mary, the show is a . 
rich and illuminating portrait of both Stein 's 
celebrated career as a writer and her en-
during relationship with Alice B. Toklas. 
Curtain is at 8:00 pm and reservations are 
recommended. Call 883-0507 for further 
information. 
August 30 - September 2 
North-East Women's Musical Retreat to 
take place in Hardwick, MA. Featuring, 
among others, Alix Dobkin, Suede, Libana, 
and Sue Fink. For more information send 
SASE to P.O. Box 217, New Haven, CT, 
06513 , or call 203-468-8508. 
August 30 - September-2 
Premier Fe stival De Celebrations 
Lesbiennes in Quebec. Music, art, comedy, 
dance, theatre and videos, all uniquely 
lesbian. Includes day and night stages, 
workshops, craft booths, writer's space 
and more. For more information write Les 
Productions Particulieres, C.P. 261 , SUCC 
A, Montreal, Quebec H2H 2N6. 
• 883-6934 • 
A 24-hour information 
line on events, group 
meetings, and person-
als for Gay men and 
Lesbians in south-
western Maine. All 
listings are free. 
p A p l . · R 
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The Theater at 
_Maine Savings Plaza 
Brown & Congress, Ptld. 
Phone: 883-0507 
Produced by special arrangement with Samuel French . 
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THE MATLOVICH SOCIETY AND 
THE POLITICS OF CHANGE 
by nm Grover 
p A p I R 
than one way to skin a cat!" he smiles. "Hundreds of years of religious 
fundamentalists calling homosexuality 
unspeakable have kept us from using 
our voices to tell our history. This 
repression has isolated us, sometimes 
turning our anger against ourselves and 
making us believe, like children who 
have been abused, that we are 
responsible for our own victimization." 
The "community" is just the thing 
that sets off this mildly mannered, yet 
easily excited, gay man of southern 
heritage. Perceiving a real need in 
Maine for an organization to tell our 
story is what led McClinton, along with 
Lois Reckett (see related article), to 
form The Matlovich Society, an 
organization to enumerate gay and 
lesbian accomplishments and provide 
affirming presentations and discussions. 
killing two men, discharged for loving 
one', epitomizes the valor of gays and 
lesbians from all walks of life who have 
gone unsung and forgotten." 
Before I can even ask my next 
questions, he continues ... "The 
Matlovich Society is going to change 
that! We want to identify our gay and 
lesbian achievers and utilize this 
information to provide ourselves with a 
positive sense of history and 
community. We want to educate 
ourselves and the public regarding gay 
and lesbian accomplishments thereby 
effecting changes in society's attitudes. 
These attitude changes will then result 
in justice for homosexuals, and the 
societal.acceptance and equal rights." 
All right already, I agree. I myself 
have been accused of being too 
idealistic, and way too passionate to be 
effective. I tell him to "calm down you 
damn nut; I'm on your side". And, for 
that matter, we all should be. 
No on~ has to ask Matlovich 
Society co-founder and ML/GPA 
Board member .Ron McClinton what 
his views are on a particular issue 
twice. For this self-acclaimed "gay 
activist on the edge", McClinton has 
brought to life a long-needed self-
affirming group of gay men and 
lesbians to identify gay and lesbian 
achievers who can provide us with a 
positive sense of our history and our 
community. 
For this issue's editorial on letting 
loose, and being effective, what better 
. group to celebrate the diversity than 
this - a new group willing and rearing 
to go. We so often pigeon-hole our 
ideas that change can only happen one 
way that we forget to keep our heads 
and minds clear tcicontinue experienc-
ing this journey we call life. 
Time to have some GOOD TIMES 
· in this community!! 
Ron believes that the_ community 
has been spoiled by the successes of 
those that have come before us, and 
now we (especially gay men) have sort 
of given up the fight. 
He flaringly signifies that "too much 
of our history is the story of silence, 
denial, absence, misrepresentation and 
letting others speak our truth for us, if 
spoken at all." 
'Why was Leonard Mat/ovich chosen 
to lend his name to the organization? 
"Because he was a courageous hero, 
that's why. Courageous as a military 
man who was ·decorated in combat, 
courageous as a gay man who risked 
(and lost) his career by taking the U.S. 
Air Force to court for discrimination 
against homosexuals, and courageous 
as a man who died witµ dignity from 
AIDS. His epitaph;' 'Decorated for 
Letters -- continued from page 2 
media that both men are "troubled", 
the implication being that to be gay is 
on a par with being an animal that 
preys on the elderly. Troubled? Troub-
led is viciously stabbing another per-
son multiple times_and leaving that 
person to die alone; troubled is some-
one who hears of a rape and thinks 
"she probably asked for it"; troubled is 
an educated, articulate man who im-
pugns the dignity of an entire minority 
population, the gay community. 
For informational purposes, the self-
described homosexual who was attack-
ed was a highly respected member of 
his community. Most ofus are. We are 
hard working people who pay our 
taxes, vote, love, hurt, serve our coun-
try, and worship God. Long ago the 
American Psychiatric Association re-
moved the stigma that being gay was 
abnormal; their policy is that homo-
.sexuality is a normal variation of sex-
ual orientation. Perhaps you have not 
heard. It is important that people such 
as yourself understand the implication 
of prejudicial statements which affect 
all gay men and lesbians. We have just 
fought (and lost) our battle for civil 
rights ... again. Our opponents said 
we don't need civil rights we need to 
turn from our wicked ways, as though 
anyone would choose to be born a 
member of the most discriminated 
against, the most hated, the most often 
assaulted, fired, disowned, etc., group 
in America! The Governor says, "Let's 
have a referendum," as though blacks 
would be voting today if one had been 
held for them. And generally decent, 
well-meaning people make homopho-
bic statements about gays being "troub-
led". We know the kind of damage that 
covert message does to us. We know 
what it does to the gay children and 
adolescents who internalize "homosex: 
uality is a sickness" - and then attempt 
suicide. 
Sexual orientation is not a choice 
like chocolate or butterscotch on a 
After sitting with him for over an 
hour, some of his enthusiastic southern 
hospitality has me drenched and we 
both begin to rally about the 
pessimistic view of many gay men that 
all the bases are being covered, and 
there is really nothing that "we all" can 
do. 
"Fuck that attitude sweetheart," his 
1970s gay radical patoire ripping away 
the southern hospitality thing "If all the 
bases are being covered then why are . 
we still fighting through the political 
jungle for our rights? There is more 
sundae. It cannot be changed anymore 
than the color of one's skin. Sexual 
orientation is not a moral issue, it is 
God-given, neither to be used lightly 
nor despised. 
I have included for your considera-
tion the background of our organiza-
tion and our calendar of events. Of 
particular interest is our presentation 
in August by Dr. Yale regarding homo-
phobia. We cordially invite you to 
attend any meeting you choose as our 
honored guest. 
Respectfully, 
K. Ronald McClinton 
Executive Director (Acting) 
The Matlovich Society 
The group's format for their bi-
monthly meeting is a 30-45 minute 
presentation by recognized speakers 
followed by discussion and socializing. 
The past month has already seen two 
of Maine's gay-celebrated speakers 
John Preston and Lois Galgay Reckett. 
Speakers for the next . few months 
include C.T. Butler, Reverend 
Rosemary Denman, Dr. Jo Ellen Yale, 
Dr. Howard Solomon, as well as 
Bishop F. Wolf, John Holverson; and 
Dr. Sheldon Ganberg. 
The topics . are exc1tmg and 
informative. Come on Maine, get off 
your asses and do something! The 
Matlovich Society meets the second 
and fourth Thursdays at 7:30 p.m., 
second floor of the People's Building, 
155 Brackett Street, Portland, Maine. 
Their mailing address is P.O. Box 942, 
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YOUR SHOE TOUCH 
When you smile at me I wish 
All your eyes' sparkles would aim my way 
And your boyish grin would mirror mine. 
I can't give much back: 
Some ocean and talks with God, 
Soothing hands taking knots from your back, 
Maybe a song in your ear while dancing. 
I'd definitely make you bread 
Or write poems like this for your 
Downside mornings or dreary afternoons. 
When we joke around I hope 
We can do it together often 
And rage at sunsets and walk together, too, 
Touching hands in twilight 
When the heterosexuals aren't around. 
And I love the feel of your shoe 
Held against mine when no one's looking. 
When you smile at me I wish 
Our smiles could sing us songs 
And two faces could beam under moonlight. 
Marianne M. Pelletier 
DECEMBER 3, 1990 
NIGHT 
A sharp intake of breath. 
A sneeze. 
His belt whisks against his jeans. 
My pleasure without looking up. 
The buckle clatters on the floor. 
The dry sound of jeans · 
sliding down his legs. 
The bed moves under his weight. 
His smooth butt 
and hairy legs push against me. 
0 
Michael Gregg Michaud 
r----------~------, 
I Herbal,Remedies I 
_ !ole(\a Botall/c:-.t made with Wildcrafted and 
I ~~.r Certified Organic Herbs from our Gardens I 
I 1 · I 
I 1. Mail order catalog $2.00 I Traditional Uses of Herbal Formulations $3.25 
I Tinctures, leas, salves, herbs for animals I 
I _ Herb walk and class schedule I 
available upon requcsL 
I Avena Botanicals · I 
I P.O. Box 365 Deb Soule I 
I West Rockport, Maine 04865 Herbalist I 
207-594-0694 L---------~-------~ \ 
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OF YOU, OF US 
Sometimes at night and often in the day I think of 
you and wonder if you think of me. You have 
another so I weigh my chances constantly, and 
now rethink my purpose. Though I love you 
should I let her have you? Shall I be the 
cloistered one within this complicated romance, 
let you make the choice-? (Were I the better 
one?) So many thoughts I have I can't express. 
Were you Ito mention sorrow I'd deny a 
knowledge of that word, and loneliness is foreign, 
too, and fu:e with my reply I'd always try to smile 
and hope my eyes will not reveal the pain which 
therein lies:. 
Mary Ellen Beal 
-
THE GORGEOUS MAN 
ON THE ELEVATOR 
Tonight we will love · 
In the woods in the way 
Our parents would 
Not understand. 
When I told her about you 
She said it was okay. ' 
Whe,n I told him, He was not surprised. 
Of course, I thought. 
I'm a manhater after all. 
Whe:n I saw the blond beard 
And glasses, I swallowed 
Lightning - he was art. 
I do not lust for him, 
But rather lust to 
Push him out and have his skin, 
And make love to women that 
W mllld lea,ve them shuddering. 
But the women I love 
Don't want that kind of joy. 
Marianne M. Pelletier 
Persons wishing to donate time, energy,_money or services are 
encouraged Lo call for further information: 773-3564. 
unti1 
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has your gaze chang 
yes your gaze 
yes you encased in , 
you ·ve devastated a,r 
unable to engage in 
i · 111 equally L 
i hold fast to memor 
unchained 
back within your wa 
i hope your 1 
a breath to k1 
withou! light you mi 
forget that y< 
forget that sc 
paul b. duff 
HIV ANTIBODY COUNS 
Volun~ary -- 'AnonyJ 
The AIDS Project offers trained crn 
and . address your concerns about 
lmmunodeficiencyVirus (HIV). To sc 
775-1267 (Portland) or 1-800-851-A 
Monday & Wednesday 6-9 p.ni. SatL 
an_d testing is by appointment onl1 
· --.... ··, r 
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y your necessity 
round your edges 
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1s you did 
as you do 
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know i was alone 
be terrified 
:mt.could change i\ . 







Jle to say goodbye 
of you 
~ast partially 
of silence and secrecy 
:s carry a breath of me 
a light burning 
forget 
1ad been loved are loved 
love is unconditional 
.ING AND TESTING _ 
,s -- Low Cost 
:::!lors to answer your questions 
sible infection with the Human 
lule a counseling session call: 
(2437) daily between 9-12; 1-5, 
1y from 10-1. Note: Counseling 
H p A 
I CAN'T. TELL YOU 
I sip the tea you give me in your best -
And treasured cup, my elbows perched upon 
Your kitchen table. I've become a pest, 
I think, but you deny this charge, go on 
About your plans while I desire to say 
' i want you. Sitting still, I memorize 
p 
Your words, the way you touch your chin, the way 
You tilt your head when 1aughter hits your eyes. 
I strain our friendship with my need, and feel 
That you must know, but somehow I can't give 
My thoughts a voice. I don't know how to deal 
With silence I create. I guess I'll live 
With knowing I will never speak my mind, 
( H 
Where Have I Gone Wrong 
Where have I gone wrong 
everything has gone 
Constantly need I wonder 
why all my plans crash like thunder 
Someone please telt'me 
where have I gone wrong, 
Looking for acceptance and love 
sometimes looking beyond for 
that one feeling which· I've 
never.known and my 
( want you but you're different from my mind. 
Mary Ellen Beal , 
path shall never cross this imaginary bond 
Please tell me where have I gone wrong 
untitled 
in a random unverse i always wonder 
how personally to take things 




personally i know i am simply 
Crying out for help, feeling a)I alone 
when all has been said, more 
damage done 
Crying out again 
where have I gone wrong 
That Love you will never find 
as long as you are blind 
to yourself 
you'll know where you've gone wrong 
MegB. 
a caring person in an often thoughtless world 
. that life hasn ' t been planned to eause me any especial pain 
rationalizations and forgetfulness 
small acts of suic_ide that make compassion bearable 
almost 
sometimes 
unreturned call s 
smashed windows 
sobering insults from drunken stupors 
small sometimes significant insignificant 
random habitual long-standing inconsideration 
i retch these up even 'at ungodly hours 
even with tea to settle my stomach and birdsong to smooth my edges 
my typing and rickie lee keep you awake i think 
the sun rose an hour ago and i 'm glad you are with me 
unwittingly unaware unhappily 
i · d like ·to have a hug right now 
instead i take your closed bedroom door personally 
as personally as you should take my morning-song clatter 
paul b. duff 
Insurance 
auto • home • renters • life 
RV • boat • commercial 
"Service with care & consideration. " 
Call for a Quote 
657-3166 
Connie Valliere 
13-15 Main Street 
Gray Maine 04039 
(20.min. north of Portland) 
The AIDS Line 
l-800-851-AIDS or 775-1267 
Questions or concerns about HIV/AIDS? Call 
the AIDS Linc, operating Monday through . 
·saturday 9 - 5, Monday and Wednesday evenings 
until 7:30 PM. Always strictly confidential. 
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Our Maine: The War is (Being) Lost 
by Kevir. Cassell 
Last month's issue of Our Paper 
headlined "AIDS: The War is Lost." The 
key word is, of course, "war," not AIDS . 
This is the term of the decade. There ' s the 
War on Poverty. The War on Drugs and 
Crime. The W aron Illiteracy and Ignorance. 
The W aron Pollution and Ozone Depletion. 
The War on Sexism, Racism, et cetera. 
Every time I turn around it seems spineone 
- from an activist to the President - is 
declaring yet another "war" on something. 
And Iraq aside, all of the above-mentioned 
"wars," like the one waged against AIDS, 
we are losing. 
Call me a left-wing pacifistflowerchild 
if you like, but I truly believe we 'd be much 
better off if we'd stop approaching the 
numerous problems facing us as soldiers 
marching to the front lines. To label a cause 
a "war" sparks confrontation without 
compromise. We need both, but we ' re 
indulging too much of our energy 
confronting our problems than we are 
seeking the much .more pragmatic.:_albeit 
difficult-route of negotiation and 
compromise. 
After all , "war" is the fruition of 
intolerance, and lesbians and gay men who 
have declared war on the homophobic 
mainstream must be careful not to adopt 
the customs of the opposition. We cannot 
meet intolerance with intolerance. We need 
a new strategy. But first we need to accept 
our losses and let some of their wounded 
reminders die. 
From what I hear, there ' s a lot of what 
12 
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are called "iriternal problems" afflicting 
some of our community's most important 
organizations. Bad feelings. Bickering. 
People are sliding into factions and sub-
factions. It ' s sad. As we engage in battles 
among ourselves, the so-called "war" still 
rages on without us. So, I say, let's not 
confront the problems that assault us from 
"out there" until we compromise on the 
ones imperiling us from " in here." And the 
first strategic step calls for a laying down of 
arms and a willingness to be open-minded 
and .tolerant of other folk's opinions and 
ideas, as well as personal feelings. 
It ' s for this reason that I ask some 
members of our community not to take the 
failure of the gay-rights bill too much to 
heart. It was a big let-down for all ofus, but 
it ' s over ',1/ith now and we ' re tough enough 
to live a while longer without LD-430. If 
there is "blame" to be found for its failure , 
it doesn ' t rest in the lap of the MLGPA. It 
hovers in the dank atmosphere over an 
irrationally traditional state. 
Likewise, MLGPA members are 
challenged to overcome their frustrations 
concerning the controversal "endorsement 
issue" and, somehow, strike a happy 
medium. The unhappy feelings run deep. 
In her very persuasive essay published last 
month in the Maine Progressive, Christine 
Torraca, a member of MLGP A, recounted 
how she was first "stunned" and then 
"angered" at hearing Ed Shannon say that 
the MLGP A made a mistake in linking 
support for reproductive rights with support 
for gay and lesbian rights. She wrote: "I 
have still not gotten over the betrayal I felt 
hearing those words." 
Betrayal? This is a strong word, one 
that links the new president of MLGPA 
with Judas and Benedict Arnold. What 
about Sen. Gerry Conley, the bill's primary 
sponsor? Was he politically incorrect when 
he saiid that the endorsements made were 
"politically naive"? Yes, one always needs 
a room of one ' s own, but we should 
remember that at times we all share the 
same space, and there ' s enough room for 
varying ideas and alternative opinions. Ms. 
Torraca is obviously a progressive and 
intelligent individual, and I hope she will 
surmount her feelings of betrayal and 
forgive Mr. Shannon for his error (if I may 
be so bold to call it an error). Increasing 
hate-crimes, teenage suicide, methods of 
sustained, positive visbility-these are area 
where we need some of our best minds to 
focus attention. Bµt some reconciliation is 
needed before any further progress can be 
achieved. MLGPA members might not 
always i,igree with each other, but that 
mustn't halt the. notable advances the 
organization has made for our community 
in the last decade, and continues to make. 
Inciting confrontation is easier than 
making compromise, but it isn ' t necessarily 
the '"best" or most practical approach to 
highlly emotional issues. Last year, a few 
members of ACT UP, waving placards and 
shouting "God Kills Queers! ", chased 
Chris tian Civic League leader Jasper 
Wyman out of an AIDS march in Portland. 
Toby Simon ttold·.me ,latey ·that .~CF UP/ 
Portland was angered by what was in ACT 
UP' s: opinion a " totally opportunistic" 
venture on Wj man's part. Wyman was 
shown on the news that night jogging swiftly 
away in sneakers and sweats-another 
publicity event for perhaps Maine's most 
vocal public group. But did this incident 
draw attention to AIDS and the way the 
stafe has responded to the crisis, or to the 
intolerance of one side of the social-political 
spectrum in this state toward the other? 1 
say the latter. 
That's exactly what Wyman's vigorous 
campaign against any type of gay-rights 
legislation has spawned in all its moral 
repugnancy: Intolerance. But. strangely 
enough, Jasper Wyman would by right be 
· able to join ACT UP/Portland and attend 
their meetings and participate in any event 
they do, because the group promotes itself 
as a nonparti san , directorless, totally 
democratic organization committed to the 
fight against an epidemic which is. 
remember, no longer a "gay disease" but 
one that can kill even white, patriarchal , 
fundamentali st Christians. No group _ or 
community can claim AIDS for itself. It is 
all-embracing. And so should our attitudes 
be. 
Ah, but I'm an idealist, a dreamer (but 
not the only one). I envision a progressive, 
just society where decisions are made by 
consensus, for the common good; where 
people's i~eas, no matter how "radical" or 
"wrong" they may be, are respected; where 
compromise is stressed over conflict, and 
negotiation over intolerance. Too utopian, 
eh?. Laugh atme•ifyou want-; bunhat 'l-ime , 
will come, I just know it, once all these 
angry little wars are lost. 
SHARIE YOUR TALENTS. 
.Ji 
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Thelma and Louise 
by Holly Valero 
If Thelma & Louise did not star Susan 
Sarandon and Geena Davis~ but two male 
actors- sporting a title likeDinoand Freddy, 
it would be heralded as the comedy hit of 
the summer. Bright. Funny. Uncon-
ventional underdog superheroes who just 
"ain't gonna take it anymore" from the 
"system". The pre-release hype would have 
been much bigger. Dollars spent on filming, 
actor salaries, and marketing would have 
been three to ten times higher. 
But Thelma & Louise cast two 
wonderful actresses in a rough comedy-
drama mix that took clear aim at male 
stereotypes and the oppression of ~omen. 
It was loud. It was fun. And it was truthful. 
Critics both male and female have hated 
and loved it. New York Daily News 
columnist Richard Johnson found it 
""degrading to men." As opposed to the 
sensitive and enlightened treatment of 
women we enjoy all the time in movies 
like, New Jack City, Ramho, Terminator, 
Hudson Hawk, Die Hard, and hundreds of 
other films. A list of films that do not 
degrade women would be an easier project. 
And a much shorter list. Hollywood 's 
criteria for women '.s; roles has been, as long_ 
as I can remember, one of four roles: 
I. Token female extra in gang of men, 
just to assure audiences that the men are 
not gay . 
2. Prostitute. 
3. Someone with whom the male lead 
may engage in a sexual encounter of any 
kind, positive or negative. 
4 . Misc . - jilted wife, mother , 
grandmother, token old woman. Female 
roles have one theme in common. They are 
used as a tool for male role manipulation. 
Along comes Thelma (Geena Davis) 
and Louise (Susan Sarandon). Thelma's 
husband is a philandering carpet salesman 
who, like his product, is looking to get laid 
{'J.07) 774·-6363 
whenever possible. He is verbally abusive 
with physically violent undertones. Thelma 
is repressed and jumpy, too nervous to ask 
Darryl if she and Louise can take off for a 
couple of days together. She decides to 
simply leave a note and something in the 
microwave. Louise is a worldly waitress 
who carries scars from her past life in 
Texas. Her boyfriend is a greasy-haired 
oaf who is prone to bursts of violence. 
Escaping both men and lives, Thelma and 
Louise hop into a green convertible 
thunderbird and hit the road. 
Thelma is the victim of an attempted 
rape in the parking lot of a local redne'ck 
. country bar. This leads to a lethal incident. 
Self-defense is out of the question (after 
all, she danced with the guy all night) and 
destinations alter forever as they he.ad for 
Mexico, committing armed robberies for 
gas money along the way. Along the road 
they become better friends, let their hair 
down, and raise the consciousness of a 
truck driver, police officer, and both 
boyfriend and husband. They simply cannot 
be caught. And the ending is as wonderful 
as it is awful. · 
The best part about Thelma and Louise 
may well be the audience participation. We 
women loved it! Our theatre got so rowdy 
that I noticed that a couple @f men who 
went out for popcorn, simply chose not to 
return! It was probably the wisest move. 
I left the theatre feeling alive and 
invigorated. I thought back to the times in 
my own life when I have encountered sexual 
harassment verbally and physically. If on! y 
I had owned a .38 on those occasions! 
I give this one five pink triangles. When 
i1 comes out on video, I'm getting a copy! 
Just for the sheer fun of it! And for those 
male reviewers who disliked the film's 
lack of traditionally passive positive female 
role models? Watch your tires if we ever 
meet on the road! 
D 
EARTH DAY 1991 
We are all afraid, 
we are all dying 
yet none screams in silent rage like the Earth. 
Your peasant sun warms the path I travel 
and teaches me the way of purity. 
Why then do we rape your soil and impregnate you 
with the vomit of our evil seed? 
Our minds are close~ like the dams that imprison 
your lifeforce, 
and our hearts seek love in the echoes of smog that 
is a thief slaying our light. 
We trample your fields; 
we feed our loneliness with the blood of your creatures; 
we are gluttons - spawns of a nightm·are . .. 
I cannot wake up. 
Our hands are a sin that murders the shade you 
offer so willingly against the scorching flame 
... and my tears are an ocean washing away the 
devastation tl)at is destroying yours. 
I see the blindness and hear the ignorance, 
and feel you wither beneath my feet. 
My voice screams in rage that is no longer silent. 
/207) -1-12-7061 
Kathleen A. Delaney 
' 
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DANCE, DANCE, DANCE: THUR, FRI, SAT. SUN 
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12 - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEEKING LESBIANS WITH KAYAKS to par-
ticipate in flotillas during July. ,Sound like fun? 
772-6953. Leave message. 
LESBIAN WRITER SEEKS essential and hon-
ored Patron so's to continue her work. Cappy, 16 
Ave. C, Seattle, WA 98122. (PAS) 
GM ASST. TO LITERARY EXEC. need ASAP. 
Yard and office work. More work during summer. 
Fascinating position for right person. Send info 
about you , ref. Job prospectus will be sent. Box 
52, Georges Mills, NH 03751 . 
WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING 
beginners' classes, Portland area. Learn Greek, 
Hungarian, Rumanian, Yugoslavian, Armenian, 
Turkish, Breton, and other nations' line and circle 
dances in-the company of women. No experi-
ence necessary, no partners necessary, no co-
ordination necessary; we'll start with very easy 
dances. Call Ruth at 774-9378. (PA?) 
16 - APARTMENT TO SHARE 
OR RENT 
ROOMIES R Confidential Gay Roommate. 
matching in all Maine cities; Nationwide, too! 1-
800-272-8372, 2pm to 10pm. (PA52) 
HOUSESITTER/RENTER NEEDED Portland, 9/ 
1 /91 to 6/1 /92, 1 or 2 non-smokers, fully fur-
nished beautiful 6 room apt. Near Eastern Prom. 
$400 mo. Call 772-6953. 
SOBER DYKE LOOKING FOR SOBER 
HOUSEMATE Share this wonderful spacious 
apt. (8 rms and porch) in Woodfords area of 
Portland. Call 773-8525 and leave message. 
$262.50/ mo + utils. 
20 - FEMALE PERSONALS 
SINGLE, NON-SMOKING LESBIAN WOULD 
LIKE to meet other single non smok·ng lesb· - I ,ans 





e-on-one and small group fun activities, din-
rs out, interesting conversation, etc. Send 
one #to Advertiser #700, c/o Our Paper, P.O. 
x 10744, Portland, ME 04104. , 







XLESS, maybe reckless. What I want is a 
man who can hold her breath for at least a 
nute, spends money in large lump sums, and 
s whipped cream with her leather. Zippers ok, 
studs, curious? Make sure you have passport 
d tetanus shot. Wanda. 
ITE MALE, 37 YEARS OLD, 175 LBS., very 












, novice submissive seeking attractive, domi-
nt females or couples to train me and discover 
limits. Very sincere. Can travel 60 miles from 
sworth. Can meet days only, M-F. S + M, B + 
Clothes, Toys, ·Games. etc. You tell me. All 
h photo answered. Phone gets immediate 
ly. Please hurry. Write to Advertiser #702, c/ 
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21 - MALE PERSONALS 
FREE REMDATE LISTING. Can you handle love 
and commitment? Ron 1 (207)-439-4680. 70 
Government St. , Kittery, ME 03904-1610. (PAS) 
BRIGHT, CAREER-ORIENTED (except In the 
summer!) GM seeks cycling/beach/hiking/etc. 
partner, 20-31 . Enjoys traveling, new to Maine; 
not looking for a "relationship". Appreciates hu-
mor, loyalty, and discretion. If exploring the coast 
more appealing than being gawked at in a bar, 
write to Advertiser #410, c/o Our Paper, P .0. Box 
10744, Portland, ME 04104. (PA?) 
GWM-BWM STIFF NECK? TIRED MUSCLES? 
Need to relax? Try a full or partial body massage. 
Call 375-4622, ask for Oliver 8am - 9pm. (PAS) 
GWM 48 HEAL THY SINCERE DISCREET 
CONGENIAL seeks younger trim masculine 
ambitious hard-working GM to share life, travel+ 
good times. P .0 . Box 1169, Sanford, ME 04073. 
(PA9) 
GWM, PWA, 27 SEEKS GWM, BGM AGE 20-
35 HIV+ OR PWA to enjoy easygoing honest 
relationship, enjoys music, etc. Write to Adver-
tiser #601 , c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, 
Portland, ME 04104. (PA9) 
LONELY GAY 21 YEAR OLD INMATE .incar-
cerated in a Nevada prison. I have no friends or 
family, would like to meet a sincere, honest 
person, whom I may become close to. Write: 
Stephen ~rogie, #27824, Box 1989 E.S.P., Ely, 
NV 89301 . 
CHUBBY GWM 30 SEEKS FRIENDSHIP AND 
FUN from GM 18 to 40. I like movies a,nd good 
conversation and looking for new horizon or 
slave boy. Write to -Advertiser #701 , c/o Our 
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104. 
(PAS) 
23 - BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
24-WANTED 
25 - VIDEOS/FILMS 
VIDEOPORT - Portland's largest selection of 
videos. 151 Middle Street, Lower Lobby, Port-
land, Maine 04101 . Open 7 days a week. (207) 
773-1999. 
RAILROAD SQUARE · CINEMA 13 'Railroad 
Square, Waterville, ME 04901 . (207) 873-6526. 
Call for schedule. 
26 - FLORISTS 
I LOVE FLOWERS, 19 Pleasant Street, Port-
land, Maine 0401 o. (207) 77 4-5882. 
28 - JEWELERS 
NICOLSON & RYAN, Buy with confidence, givf;! 
with PRIDE. 253 Water Street, Augusta, Maine. 
(800)244-6255 
p A, p I R-
29 - RESTAURANTS/FOOD 
BREAD & ROSES BAKERY, INC., 28 A Main 
Stret3t, Ogunquit (down the driveway behind the 
candly shop) (207) 646-4227. Specializing in 
quality baked goods, birthday cakes, fine past-
ries, European tortes, and fresh brewed coffee. 
Specialty breads baked daily. Open 7 AM in the 
summer daily, closed January & February. 
CAFE ALWAYS Open six nights a week. Hours: 
5-closing. Reservations accepted. 47 Middle 
Street, Portland, ME (207) 774-9399. 
WOODFORDS CAFE, 129 Spring Street, Port-
land, Maine 041901. (207) 772-137 4. 
THE SQUARE CAFE in the lobby of Railroad 
Square Cinema. Next to Burger King, 13 Rail-
road Square, Waterville. 873-5900. Tues-Sun, 
11am - 10pm. 
A-1 DINER, 3 Bridge Street, Gardiner. (207)561 -
4604. 
WAL TEA'S 15 Exchange St. in the Old Port. 
871 -WALT. 
30 - HOTELS/INNS/ VACA-
TIC)N RENTALS 
BRE:WSTER INN OF DEXTER MAINE, 37 Zions 
Hill, Dexter, Maine 04930. (207) 924-3130. Bed 
and Breakfast. 
MERMAID INN FT. LAUDERDALE BEACH 
Guest rooms, efficiencies, suites, heated pool, 
cable t.v. 725 N. Birch Ad., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
33304. 1-800-749-DYKE. Gay men<welcome. 
(PAH) 
INN EXILE, PALM SPRINGS, CA Private resort, 
clothing optional, men! Brochure and reserva-
tions, call 800-962-0186. 
HIGl-tLANDS INN - GAY COUNTRY INN. 
Charming.19 room Inn on 100 scenic mountain 
acres. Heated pool, hot tub, hiking/skiing trails, 
yummy breakfasts, peace, and privacy. Box 118 
OP, Bethlehem, NH 03574. (603) 869-3978. 
Grace and Judi , Innkeepers. (PA10) 
-
31 -TRAVEL 
MAX TRAVEL One Wakefield Street (corner of 
472 Main Street) , Lewiston, ME 04240. (207)783-
7399, Toll Free in fvlaine 800-287-0004. Mon-
day-Friday 9-5, evenings and Saturdays by ap-
pointment. Specialists in discount vacations, 
airline tickets, low international airfares, hotels 
and guest houses, car rental , and cruises. Maine's 
only agency representing RSVP Cruises , 
Wornantrek, and Mantours. Ask for John. 
32 - ·BOOKS/CARDS 
GLAD DAY BOOKSHOP. Lesbian and Gay lit-
erature, 673 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02116 
(617) 267-3010. Across from the Boston Public 
Library, 2nd floor. Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9:30 AM -
11 :00 PM. Sundays: Noon - 9 PM. 
-
NEW YfORDS, a woman's bookstore, 186 
Hampshire Street, Cambridge, MA 02139. (617) 
"876-5310. Open 10-6 Tuesday, Wedn"esday, 
Friday and Saturday. 10-9 Thursday, and 12-6 
on Sunday. Large selections of books, journals, 
cards, CS's Community Board bulletin boards 
newsletter available on request. Mail order ser-
vices. All welcome to browse. 
BEGINNINGS ETC. -A specialty Bookstore. Self-
Help, Recovery, Health books, cards, tapes, gifts 
for and about you. Program literature on all 
issues by order. Special orders prepaid. Open 
Monday thru Friday, 1 0 AM-6 PM. Saturday, 1 0 
AM-5 PM. Safe atmosphere. Stop by; the kettle 
is on. 47 Main~ Street, Brunswick, Maine 04011 . 
NEW LEAF BOOKS - Specializing in books by 
and about women , alternative health care and 
spirituality. See our selection of gay and lesbian 
fiction and non-fiction. Open Monday-Saturday 
1 0AM- 5PM. 438 Main St. , Rockland, ME 04841 . 
(207) 596-0040. 
THE CENTRE BOOKSTORE AND LEARNING 
CENTRE - Specializing in metaphysiccs, para-
psychology, self-help, ESP, spiritual awareness. 
healing, meditation, new age music and litera-
ture. Open Tuesday - Sunday 9AM - 6PM. Elm 
St. , Damariscotta. 563-2123. 
DROP ME A LINE . NEW SUMMER HOURS 
144 High St. , Portland. 773-5547. This summer 
on the weekends you can go to the beach + still 
shop at Drop Me A Line. Saturday+ Sunday we'll 
be open 3-Ypm from Memorial' Day Weekend 
until October 1st. Our weekday hours will remain 
the same: M-F 10-6. Hey, maybe we'll see you at 





Get real names and numbers 
of men & women who 
want to meet you! 
11.95 per minute 
. ·- - . •, 
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34-NEWS AND 
INFORMATION 
GAIA'S GUIDE -1990-91 is in the 15th edition of 
the international guide book for traveling Lesbi-
ans. Covering: All U.S.NCanada, Europe, United 
Kingdom, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, Is-
rael, Japan and Mexico. Some on India, Latin 
America 'and Brazil. Mail order: $15.00 from 
Giovanni's Room, 345 South 12th St., Philadel-
phia, PA 19107. By phone with credit card: (215) 
923-2960 or toll-tree 1-800-222-6996. Also on 
sale at local bookstores at the store price of 
$11.95. . 
CELEBRATE OUR CULTURE! Shop the les-
bian/gay marketplace. For a free catalog , write 
"Q", 3624 NE Ainsworth St. , Portland, OR 97211 . 
THE NATIONAL AIDS INFORM-ATION 
CLEARINGHOUSE 1-800-458-5231 . A central-
ized resource for information on HIV/AIDS pro-
grams, services and materials. A service of-the 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Servicces 
Public Health Service and Centers for Disease 
Control. 
35 - CLOTHING 
CHILDREN'S ORCHARD A children's resale 
boutique - nearly new clothing at old-fashioned 
prices. 220 Mall Plaza, S. Portland (By Ames & 
Bookland). 772-7333 or 1-800-564-7333. 
ETC. AND ACCESSQRIES, INC. Gay-positive 
I-shirts and other items of interest. 154 WaterSt. , 
Hallowell. , 622-2611 . 
36 - HAIR STYLISTS 
CARL'S PLACE HAIR STYLES FOR WOMEN 
AND MEN, 69 Arsenal Street, Augusta, Maine 
04330. (207) 623-5131 . Monday thru Friday 9-5. 
Evenings by appointment. 
SALON 316 The Progressive!! 316A Congress 
St., Portland. 772-1212. 
DEJAVU HAIR STUDIO 620 Congress St., 
Portland. 772-4552. 
38 - REAL ESTATE 
MAINE HOME SEARCH INC., Gloria S. 
Krellman. Buying? Selling? Dreaming? Person 
to person real estate visits to your home any-
where in Maine to discuss your real estate needs. 
(207) 442-7061 . 
THE PORTLAND MANAGEMENT COMPANY 
Apartment rentals. Thompson Point, PO . Box 
107 41 , Portland, ME 04104. (207) 77 4-6363. 
40 - MASSAGE/BODYWORK _ 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE by Cheryl. Ameri-
can Massage Therapy Association certified. In-
crease relaxation and reduce stress. For ap-
pointment call (207) 782-8539. 
BREAD & ROSES BAKERY INC. 
28 A Main Street / PO Box 1972 . 
Ogunquit, ME 03907 
Down the driveway behind the 
Harbor Candy Shop 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE Make healing a 
regular part ·of. your life. Nurture yourself with 
Aromatherapy arid massage. By appointment 
only . . Christian Jamison, CMT (207)775-0232. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE Relax tired, aching, 
stiff muscles while improving circulation and 
soothing tension. Sliding scale. Pam Richards, 
A.B.M.P. certified. (207)775-6636. 
ROLFING: WHAT IS IT? Rolling is an advanced 
form of physical manipulation which releases · · 
deep holding patterns stored in your structure. It 
restores relaxed natural alignment. Rolling lasts. 
Appts. avail. in Brunswick. Call 582-4580. (PA?) 
DR. KAREN DANKO, Holistic Chiropractor and 
Naturopath. Acute, chronic, and wellness care. 
Adult and children. 475 Stephens Street, Port-
land, Maine 04103. (207) 775-6598. 
POLARITY THERAPY, Willow Femmechild, R.N. 
Bodywork to balance life energies for healing 
and well-being. Portland, Maine (207) 87 4-2932. 
PHYSICAL THERAPY FOR WOMEN WITH 
CHRONIC PAIN AND/OR HISTORIES OF 
ABUSE Using the techniques of Myofascial Re- · 
lease, a mild and gentle form of stretching that 
has a profound effect on the body tissues. A total 
body approach which is hands-on work geared to 
each women's needs and goals. Treatments 
offered at Mt. Vernon location or on home-visit 
basis. Sliding fee scale; insurance reimbursable·. 
Barbara Bostad, R.P.T., Mt. Vernon, ME. For 
more information: 293-9288. 
42 - SUPPORT GROUPS 
"A COMMON BOND" (Gay and:-Lesbian [ex-) 
Jehovas' Witnesses), P.O. Box 405, Ellwood 
City, PA Hi117-0405. (412) 758-0704. Mutual 
support group formed for gay and lesbian 
Jehova's Witnesses who have been excommu-
nicated because of their sexuality. 
LESBIAN COUNSELING GROUP - On-going 
weekly counseling group for women who wish to 
explore themselves more fully. Group meets 
Tuesdays at 5:30 p.m. at 232 St. John Street, 
Portland. Cost is $70/month. The group will be 
co-led by Lisa Bussey, M.A., CEDT and Rachel 
Sager, M.A. RSAC. For more information please 
call 775-7927 and leave message. Confidential-
ity respected. 
BELLVILLE COUNSELING ASSOCIATES OF 
MAINE announcing groups with openings for 
gay men dealing with co-dependency, ACOA, 
sexual abuse and addiction issues; men and 
women dealing with sex and love addiction is-
sues. 8 Stanwood Street, P .0 . Box 186, 
Brunswick, Maine 04011-0186. (207) 729-8727. 
INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP COUNSELING for 
recovering gay men and lesbians with six months 
to two years sobriety. Group $70/monthly, indi-
vidual $35/hour. Rachel Sager, M.A., R.S.A.C. 
775-7927. 
PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF LESBIANS AND 
GAYS (PFLAG) P.O. Box 2080, Great Island, 
Brunswick, ME04011. (207)725-4769, (207)729-
0519/623-2349. 
LESBIAN CODEPENDENCCY GROUP now 
accepting new members. Contact: Lucy C. 
Chudzik, LSAC, lntown Counseling Center, 477 
Congress St., Suite 41 o, Portland, ME 04101 . 
(207) 761-9096. 
WOMEN SURVIVORS DISCUSSION GROUP 
An on-going, open and facilitated weekly women · ' 
survivors discussion group for adult women sur-
vivors of childhood sexual abuse/incest is now 
forming at WOMENSPACE COUNSELING 
CENTER in Portland. Suggested sliding scale 
fee is $7 - $10 per group meeting. For more 
information call Vivian Wadas, M.A. at 871-0377. 
WOMEN'S GROUP ori sex and relationship 
codependency. Led by Keziah Hinchen M.A., 
L.S.A.C. in Portland. 871-8117 or 443-4533. · 
LESBIAN GROUP on codependency. Led by 
Keziah Hinchen M.A., L.S.A.C. in Bath. 871-
8117 or 443-4533. 
BEREAVEMENT COUNSELING Mixed group 
therapy for healing loss and transition. Contact 
Watson Counseling at 775-0366 for more infor-
mation. 
PWA COALITION OF MAINE 337 Cumberland 
Ave., Portland. 773-8500. 
THE NAMES PROJECT PO Box 4319, Portand. 
774-2198. 
RUMFORD/MEXICO AREA AIDS SUPPORT 
GROUP c/o Community Aids Awareness Pro-
gram, (207)369-0259 Group meets Monday 
evenings at the Mexico Congregational Church 
. (the "Green Church") from 7:00 PM to 8:30 PM. 
EMERGENCE INTERNATIONAL Christi~n 
Scientists ~_upporting lesbians and gay men. PO 
Box 581, Kentfield, CA 94914, or call (415) 485-
1881 . 
DIGNITY/MAINE An organization of Gay and 
Lesbian Catholics which meets in Portland and 
Bangor. Dignity/Maine, PO Box 8113, Portland, 
ME04401. Dignity/Bangor, POBox2157,Bangor, 
ME 04401 . 
TOWARDS A MORE POSITIVE GAY IDEN-
TITY - A support group for men dealing with 
issues of coming out; relationships; personal 
growth; &nd mutual support. Mo.nday mornings 
from 10:30-12:00, Wednesday evenings from 
5:30-7:00. For more information, call 772-1307. 
44 - CLUBS/BARS 
SPORTMAN'S ATHLETIC CLUB, 2 Bates 
Street, Lewiston, Maine 04240. Second Floor 
Balcony Bar and Dance Floor (207) 2251 . 
PAPA JOE'S, 80 Water Street, Augusta, Maine, 
Tuesday-Saturday, 7-1 (207) 623-4041. 
THE LIMELIGHT, 3 Spring Street, Portland. (207) 
773-3315. 
THE NEW FRONTRUNNER, Manchester Civic 
Club, 490 Chestnut Street, Manchester, NH (603) 
623-6477. 
BLACKSTONE'S, 6 Pine Street, Portland. (207) 
772-9244. 
CHIP & DALE'S, Pine Tree Square Mall, Maine 
Street, Waterville (207) 873-5610. Open 
Wednesday, Thursday, and Sunday from 8-12; 
Friday and Saturday 8-1 (formerly the Uptown 
Lounge). 
THE ALTERNATIVE, 1425 Lisbon Street, 
Lewiston. (207) 782-4242. 
THE RIVERFRONT, 193 Broad Street, Bangor, 
Maine 04401. (207) 947-1213. Wednesday-
Sunday 7:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m. 
THE UNICORN, 57 Center Street, Portland. (207) 
879-0645. 
THE CHART ROOM SALOON, 117 Spring 
Street, Portland. (207) 774-9262. 
47 - ELECTRIC/ 
REFRIGERATION 
ROBERT MEADER ~ COMMERCIAL AND 
RESIDENTIAL Refrigeration, electricaUnspect-
ing and instruction, Boothbay to Ogunquit north 
to Rangeley, 1-800-734-444 7. 
48-CPA 
ROBERT LIGH_TFOOT, CPA, (207) 797-0466. 
49-ATTORNEYS/LAW 
C. DAVID KEITH, ATTORNEY AT LAW Real 
estate law, title work, trusts/estates/wills. 857 
Washington Street, Bath, ME 04530. (207) 442-
7716. . 
MILES D. FRIEDEN, LEGAL COUNSEL Law for 
people. POBox331 Mt. Ephraim Rd., Searsport, 
ME 04974. (207) 548-6689. 
50 - TYPESETTING/PRINTING 
BRIARWYNDE Your enviromental partner -
specializing in typesetting and printing on reycled 
paper and soy-based ink. 101 Congress St., 
Portland. (207) 773-8251 . 
51 - MARKETING/MEDIA 
CREATIVE CONCEPTS - MARKETING AND 
MEDIA CONSULTATION Helping your busi-
. ness improve with the right ideas. Call 603-356-
DOIT. 
55 - NEW AGE/SPtRITUALITY 
TAROT CARD READINGS BY ELAINE Bring 
this ad and receive $5.00 off any r!lading. Bring 
five friends and receive an additional $5.00 off. 
Advises wisely on all problems of life. Group 
discounts. Let the stars guide you through. 34 
Center St. , Auburn, ME. (207) 783-2723. 






2 BATES STREET 
LEWISTON, ME 04240 
2nd Floor 
Balcony. Bar 
and Dance Floor 
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0i COUNSELING CENTER 
,~ Joanne H. Clarey, Ed.D. 
;t' Vivian Wadas, M.A. 
' (207) 871-0377 
757 Congress Street• Portland, Maine 04102 
FREDERICK B. WoLF. M. Div .. S.T.D. 
PASTORAL COUNSELLOR 
4 77 CONGRESS STREET 
SUITE 1003 
PORTLAND, MAINE 04401 (207) 772-1307 
Lisa S. Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.T. 
Couple Counseling · 
Individual and Group Therapy 
(207) 77~ 7927 




VICTORIA ZAVASNIK, Ph.D. 
atCohol Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor 
ab Use 
Sexuality Back Cove Counseling Center 527 Ocean Avenue 
Portland. Mai11e 04103 
--
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Norma Kraus Eule, MSW, LCSW 
Licensed Clinical Social Worker 
PSYCHOTHERAPif 
Individual & Group 
I 
10 Minot Avenue 
Auburn, Maine 0421 o 784-8747 
INTOWN COUNSELIN'G CENTER 
Treatment for: 
Addictions, ACOA Issues and Co-dependency 
Individuals, Groups and Couples 
Lucy C. Chmllzik 
207-761-9096 
Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor 
477 Congress Street• Portland, ME 04101 
KAREN M0LVIG, Psy .D. 
Clinical Psychologist , Licensed 
CECILIA LELAND, LC.S.W. 
Licensed Clinical Social Worker 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 
Individual, Coup les, Groups 
582-1559 
103 Brunswick Avenue Gardiner, ME 04345 
Doug Kimmel, Ph.D. 
LICENSED PSYCHOLOGIST 
HOURS BY APPOINTMENT • (207) 422-3686 
OFFICES 
U.S. 1 at Hancock Comer 
Hancock, Maine 
306 Main Street 
Ellsworth, Maine 
CORRESPONDENCE 
P.O. Box 3 
Hancock, ME 04640 
FAX: (207) 422-9122 
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANTS 
Four Milk Street · 
· Portland, Maine 04101 
(207) 772-D664 
Diane Lemay, Ed.D 
Bette Katsekas. Ed.D 
~ 
Individual, group, couples and family counseling 
Organizationa I consultation 
Patricia A . Smith, R.i'1., C 
· :;__ . Psychiatric Counselor 
lnd,;viduals, Couples, Groups 
Cancer Counseling 
Relaxation & Imagery 
Writing as a Healing}oumey 
The Center for Health and Healing: 
a holistic group of independent practitioners 
17 Masonic Street • Rockland, ME 04841 •- 207/594-0752 
(207) 363-5052 
Peggy O'Connor, MA. 
Kim Thompson, M.S. 
Feminist Counselors 
Sliding Scale 
York Harbor. Me Available 
.., 
Spedallxlng In Advlt ChHdntn 











OfflCE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT 
Alcohol & Drug 
Intervention Services 
7 Red Coat lcne 5onford 
490-1295 





A S SOCIATES 
OF MAINE 
We are a group of therapists who specialize in f ndividual therapy, 
couples counseling, addictions, co--dependency, ACOA and 
alcohol-related issues. 
You are a lesbian or a gay man who wants to work on emotional, 
sexual or relationship issues in a safe environment. 
Call us. We are here to help. Insurance lB reimbursable by most companies. 
For further information: (207) 729-0727 
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ENCHANTMENTS the shop that's gone beyond 
what Wizards dream with four full rooms of 
Rainbows and Magic!! 16 McKown St. , Boothbay 
Harbor, ME 04538. (207) 633-4992. 
60 - MEDICAL RESOURCES 
WOMEN'S CHOICE health and family planning 
resources for women. 500 Forest Ave., Portland. 
(207) 874-1099. 
AVENA BOTANICALS, P.O. Box 365, West 
Rockport, ME04864. (207) 594-0694. Send$1.00 
for catalog . Wildcraft_ed and organically grown 
herbal remedies. Herb walks, slide shows, work-
shops and Flower Essence Consultations. Deb 
Soule, Herbalist. 
FAMILY PRACTICE-GWENDOLYN L: O'GUIN, 
D.O. Adult/Pediatric Medicine - Office Gynecol-
ogy - Manipulation - Preventative Medicine. 22 St 
John St. , Suite #322 , Portland. 871 -1300. 
BEECH HILL HOSPITAL-HELP FOR CHEMI- , 
CAL DEPENDENCY For more information call : 
. 1-800-THE-HILL. 
BRUCE KENNEY D.O.-CERTIFIED FAMILY 
PRACTICE Comprehensive care for individuals 
and families . 97 India St., Portland, ME 04101 . 
774-5800. 
66 - COUNSELING 
PAULETTE MASSARI, MSW ACSW. Special-
izing in Adult Children of Alcoholics issues. 
,Training, consultation , employee assistance. 
Office hours by appointment. Alcohtll and drug 
BRUCE W. KENNEY, D.O. 
Board Certi-fieJ General Prac tice 
Preventive Medicine 
Obstetrics 
97 India Street 
Pordnnd, Maine 0410 1 
207-774-5800 
abuse prevention services. 7 Red Coat Lane, 
Sanford, Maine. (207) 490-1295, and the Kittery 
Business Center, Route 236, Kittery Maine (207) 
439-439-5540. 
KAREN J. LUDWIG, M.Div. Feminist Pastoral 
Counseling and Therapy, 39 Baribeau Drive, 
Brunswick, Maine (207) 721-0115. 
LISA Z. BUSSEY, M.A., C.E.D.T., Professional 
Counseling and Individual Group Therapy, 232 
St. John Street, Suite 220, Portland, Maine 04102 
(207) 775-7927. 
JUDITH LIPPA, M.S.W. Licensed Clinical Social 
Worker, for Counseling and Psychotherapy. In-
dividuals, couples, families , groups. 142 High 
Street, Suite 423, Portland , Maine 04101 (207) 
773-1235. 
"COUNTRYSIDE COUNSELING SERVICE." 
Personalized counseling by a licensed clinical 
social worker. Individuals, couples, and groups. 
.Insurance reimbursable. Evening and weekend 
appointments. Fairfield, Maine. (207) 453-4403. 
PATRICIA SMITH, RN, C. Psychiatric Coun-
selor. Individuals, couples, groups, cancer coun-
seling. Relaxation and imagery - Writing as a 
healing journey. The Genter for Health and 
Healing : a holistic group of independent practi -
tioners. 17 Masonic St. , Rockland , ME 04841 . 
(207) 594-0752. 
WOMENSPACE COUNSELING CENTER 
Vivian Wadas, M.A. 757 Congress St. , Portland. 
871 -0377. 
NORMA KRAUS EULE, MSW, LCSW Licensed 
Clinical Social Worker. Psychotherapy for indi-
viduals and groups. 1 O Minot Ave., Auburn, ME 
04210. 784-8747. 
VICTORIA ZAVASNIK, Ph.D. Licensed Sub-
stance Abuse Counselor: Back Cove Counsel-
ing Center. , 527 Ocean Avenue, Portland, Maine 
04103. (207) 775-6598. 
THE FEMINIST HEAL TH CENTER provides 
counseling and information for individuals inter-
ested in HIV antibody testing. Services are pro-
vided on a walk-in basis Monday nights 5-6:30, 
or by appointment on Tuesday afternoons. Peer 
counselors are available. Counseling and testing 
services are client-centered and ANONYMOUS. 
$20 fee. 559 Portsmouth Avenue, Greenland, 
New Hampshire (603) 436-7588. 
HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING AND TEST-
ING.Voluntary-Anonymous-Low Cost. The AIDS 
Project offers trained counselors to answer your 
questions and address concerns about possible 
infection with Human Immunodeficiency Virus 
(HIV). To schedule a counseling session call 
(207) 774-6877 daily from 9:00 a.m. to noon and 
1 :00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. ; Monday and Wednesday 
evenings between 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. NO,:E: 
Counseling and testing is done by appointment 
onfy. I 
JACOB WATSON, M.A. HUMAN-ISTIC PSY-
CHOTHERAPY. Individual , Couple, Family, 
Group, Workshops. 41 Glenwood Ave., Port-
land, ME 04103. 870-8656. 
DOUG KIMMEL, Ph.D., licensed psychologist. 
Lesbian and gay male affirmative therapy. Hours 
by appointment, (207) 422-3686. Offices iri 
Hancock and Ells~orth . Telephone counseling 
possible. Medicaicj and most insurance accepted. 
FREDERICK B. WOLF, M.Div., S.T.D. Pastoral 
counseling , 477 Congress Street, Suite 1003, 
Portland, Maine 04101 . (207) 772-1307. 
INTOWN· COUNSELING CENTER Treatment 
for: Addictions, ACOA Issues and Co-depen-
dency - Individuals, groups and couples. Lucy 
C. Chudzik, Licensed Substance Abuse Coun-
selor. 477 Congress St. , Portland. (207) 761-
9096. 
KAREN MOLVIG, Psy.D. AND CECILIA 
LELAND, L.C.S. W. Psychotherapy for individu-
als and groups. 103 Brunswick Avenue, Gardiner, 
ME 04345. 582-1559. . 
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CON-SUL TANTS 
Individual, group, couples and family counseling. 
Organizational consultation. Diane Lemay, Ed.D. 
and Bette Katsekas, Ed.D. Four Milk St. , Port-
land. (207) 772-0664. 
WOMAN'S 1/2 DAY SEMINARS ON SEBAGO 
offered by professional training analyst. Sunday, 
July 14th, "Communication"; Sunday, July 21st, 
"Trust"; Sunday, August 11th, "Commitment". 1 
pm to 4:30 pm. $20 per couple, $15 per single per 
seminar. Refreshments provided. (207) 655-4820 
after June 30. (PA7) 
FEMINIST COUNSELORS Peggy O'Connor, 
M.A. and Kim Thompson, M.S. York Haror, ME. 
(207) 363-5052. 
KEZIAH HINCHEN M.A., L.S.A.C. Sex and re-
lationship dependency groups for lesbians, men, 
women (Portland) . Lesbfan co-dependency group 
(Bath) . Individual arid couples work around sexual 
abuse, eating disorders, alcoholism and co-de-
pendency. 871-8117 or 443-4533. 
FAMILY PRACTICE 
PHYSICAL THERAPY . 
- for women with Chronic Pain and/or Histo ries of Ahuse -
• Using t~e techniques of Myofascial Release, a mlld and gentle form of 
stretching that has a profound effect on the body t issues. 
Bodywork to balance life energies 
for healing & well-being 




GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O. 




Walk-In and by Appointment 
222 St. John -St., Suite #322 
Portland, Maine 
871-1300 
• A total body approach which is hands-on work gear~d to each woman 's 
needs and goals. 
• Tr'eatments offered at Mt. Vernon location or on home-v1s1t basis. 
Sliding fee scale ; insurance re imbursable. 
BARBARA ROSTAD, R.P.T. 
Mt. Vernon, Maine 
For more information: 293-9288 
EMERGENCE INTERNATIONAL 
CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS SUPPORTING 
LESBIANS AND GAY MEN 
Emerge! . a hea ling journal of EM ERGE NCE 
lnternati l1nal. Chri~ti an Scientisb supporting 
k sbian:-. and gay men. Fo r subsc ripti ons and 
If drugs or alcohol are a probYem 
for you or someone you love . . . 
ft, in fo rmati on \\ rite P.O. Bo.\ 581. Kentfield . CA 
'(IJ-~.....-------94_9_14_. l-ir-ca_ll _(4-15-) 4-8-5--18-81_. -----Beech Hill can help 
Beech Hill Hospital is a non-profit 
in-patient treatment facility for the 
treat,ment of chemical dependency. 
• Our program recognizes the special needs of the Gay and 
Lesbian patient with emphasis on creating a safe and 
supportive environment 
• Involves family and significant other 
• Aftercare Planning for ongoing recovery 







FD A IS 
KILLING 
P.O. Dox 8113, Portland, Maine 04401 
and 
_Dignity/Bangor, P.O. Box 2157, Rangor, Maine 04401 
An ·organiza tion of Gay and Lesb ian Catho lics 
In Portland 
Every Sunday. 5:30 p.m. 
First _Parish Church 
425 Congress Street 
Portland, Mc 
Entrance in Rear 
In Bangor 
2nd and 4th Sunday, 6:00 p.m. 
Chap<.; I. Ruth Hutchins Center 
13angor T heologica l Seminary 
300 Union Street 
Bangor. Ml' 
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Meetings --
NOTE 10 OUR PAPER READERS: If lnforma-
lion on this page is Incorrect please call or 
wrlla us 10 we can correct It for "8ICt month. 
SUNDAYS 
OUR PAPER organlzallonal meellng O!T the 
first Sunday of fM!1Y month at 6:30 PM at 9 
Deering St., Porlland. (Enter rear door) New 
volunteers welcome. 
BATES GAY/lES8IAN/BISEXU 
ALLIANCE for discussion, support, and 
planning, meels fM!1Y Sunday, 8:30 PM in 
. Hirasawa Lounge, Chase Han, Bates College, 
Lewiston. 
MAINE l.ESBIAN/GAY POUT1CAL AlUANCE 
meels the third Sunday of every month at All 
Souls Church, 11 King St, Augusta, from 2 to 
5PM. 
NORTHERN LAMBDA NORD meets the last 
Sunday of the month. Business meellng is at 
1 :oo PM followed by poduck. Call 498-2088for 
lnformalion. Caribou area. · 
TRANSUPPORT peer suppon group for 
Transsexuals; cross-dressers, and their 
fanilies and friends who desire a better 
understanding of gender related issues. Meets 
bi-monthly at 6:00 PM. Write to P.O. Box 
17622, Porlland, Maine 04011-0000for more 
lnformalion and meellng localions. 
GAY/LESBIANCOMMUNfTYNETWORKmeets 
the second Sunday of the month for a Lesbian 
Poduck Brunch from 11 :30 AM to 2:30 PM at 
the Peace and Justice Center, 9 Central 
Street, Room 302, Bangor. Call 862-5907 or 
868-7958for informalion. 
DIGNITY/BANGOR (LESBIAN/GAY 
. CATHOUCS AND FRIENDS) meels second 
and fourth Sundays of each month at the 
. Chapel, Ruth Hutchins Center, Bangor 
Theological Seminary, 300 Union Street, 
Bangor. Doo;s open at 8:00 PM, _worship at 
6:15 PM followed by a business social. 
DIGNrTYJMAINE (LESBIAN/GAY CAlHOUCS 
AND FRIENDS) meets fM!1Y Sunday at the 
First Parish Church, 425 Congress Street, 
Pordand. Doors open at 5:30 PM, ·worship at 
6:00 .PM followed by a social. Please use rear 
entrance. 
LESBIAN ACOA (ADULT CHILDREN OF 
ALCOHOUCS)meets weekly from 7:00 -8:00 
PM at YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Pordand, 
, Maine. AA \YOmen welcome. 
' GAY IN SOBRIETY (AA) meets on Sundays 
from 6:30 to 8:00 PM at the Williston West 
Church, 32 Thomas Street, Pordand. Speakers 
meeting, Non-~king. 
LESBIAN POTLUCK BRUNCHES held 
monthly in the · · Bangor area . For more 
informalion call 862-5907. 
'MONDAYS 
GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUAL STUDENTS AND 
· COMMUNrTYMEMBERSATTHE UNIVERSITY 
· OF MAINE AT FARMINGTON meet weekly on 
Mondays for discussions and socializing. The 
group warmly welcomes new people. For 
· more information write to Irene Finch, UMF 
. Center for Human Development, 7 South 
Street, Farmington, Maine 04938-0000or call 
207-n8-3501,Ext. 205. 
ACT-UPMAINE meels weekly at 7 PM at the 
People's Building, 155 Brackett St, Portland. . 
For more information call n4- 5082. 
SEACOAST GAY MEN meets most Mondays 
at 7 PM at. the Unitarian Universalist Church, 
292 State St, Portsmouth, N.H. Call Al at 
(603) 898-1115. 
FEMINIST SPIRITUAL COMMUNrTY meets 
every Monday from 7:00 - 9:00 PM at the 
Friends and Quakers Meeting House, Forest 
· Ave., Pordand. For more information call 
773.:.2294_ . 
PR.AG (PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF 
LESBl4Jo!S AND GAYS) · meets the second 
Monday of each month at 7:30 PM at the All 
Souls Church, Unitarian Unlversalist, 11 King 
· Street, Augusta. Maine. For more lnformalion 
. cal 823-2348. 
18 
BUILDING AMORE POSmVEGAY IDEN11TY, 
a suppon group for gay men, dealing With 
issues of coming out • an ongoing process, 
self esteem, social pressures, relationships 
· and personal growth. Monday mornings from 
10:30 AM -NOON, or Tuesday evenings from 
5:30 - 7:00 PM in Pordand. To apply, phone 
n2-1307. 
. THE BRIDGE AT COLBY, Colby College, 
Waterville, Maine, 04901. Connecting Lesbian, 
Gay, Bisexual, and Straight comm.mities. 
Meetings held every other Monday night at 
7:30 PM in the Bridge Room. 24 hour 
information Phoneline 873-3536. For more 
information write or contact Mark at 8n-7089, 
or leave a message on the phoneline. 
DOWNEAST INTEGRITY CHAPTER-
INFORMATIO .. meets the second Monday of 
the month at 7:00 PM at St Saviour's 
Episcopal Church, Bar Harbor. Eucharist, pot 
luck supper and discussion. All are welcome. 
For funher information write the Rev. Fr. 
Edwin A. Garrett, Ill, Hon. Asst, St. Saviour's 
Episcopjll Church, P.O. Box 355 (or c/o St. 
Saviour's Church) Bar Harbor, ME 04609, or 
phone 288-5362. 
AIDSSUPPORTGROUPmeels in Skowhegan 
at the Key Bank on Madison Ave. on the 
second Monday of every month. 
DOWN EAST AIDS NETWORK suppon group 
in Ellswonh meets Mondays at 7:00 PM. Led 
by Clinical Social' Worker Carole Pascal, the 
group is open to all people affected by AIDS. 
Call 326-8580for location. 
RUMFORD/MEXICO AREA AIDS SUPPORT 
GROUP, meets every Monday evening from 
7:00 -8:30 PM at the Mexico Congregational 
Church (the "Green Churchj. Ron Ashwonh, 
Facilitator. For more information, call 
369-0259 . 
BEU'AST AREA AIDS SUPPORT GROUP for 
PWA's, HIV positive, family, friends and 
caregivers meets on Mondays. For more 
information, call the . Waldo County AIDS 
Coalition at 338-1427or Alan at 548-2929. 
· ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOUCS (ACOA) 
. meets for open discussion with a focus on 
Gay/Lesbian issues from 7:00 - 8:30 PM on 
Mondays at YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Pordand. 
TUESDAYS 
MID-COAST PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF 
LESBIANS AND GAYS (P-FLAG) meets the 
founh Tuesday of the month at 7:30 PM, First 
Parish Pilgrim House, 9 Cleveland Street, 
Brunswick, ME. Call Sally or Gene at 729-0519 
or Effie at 623-2349. 
OUR PAPER office is open to the public every 
Tuesday from 7:30 -9:00 PM. New voluntee,s 
are always welcome. WE NEED HELP! Stop 
by at our office at 9 Deering Street 1n 
Portland. Call761-0733 for more information. 
LESBIAN AND GAY FREEDOM lRAIL BAND 
meets every Tuesday at 7:15 PM at the 
YWCA, 7th floor, 120 Clarendon Street, 
Boston. Contact Kathy at (617) 424-7025,Gary 
at (617) 267-6186,or Zoe at (508) 264-9085for 
more information. 
COLLEGE LESBIAN WOMVN'S RAP GROUP 
meets weekly on Tuesdays from 6:30 - 8:00 
PM, 92 Bedford Street, Pordand (USM •· 
Campus). Bisexuals welcome. Call 874-6796 
for more information. 
BOWDOIN COLLEGE B-GLAD, BISEXUAU 
GAY/LESBIAN AUJANCE FOR DIVERSITY 
meets at 9:00 PM on Tuesday nights in 
Hubbard Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, 
Maine. For more information call Kristin at 
725-3620. 
FAMILIES OF GAYS SUPPORT GROUP meets 
second Tuesday of each month from 7:00 -
9:00 PM in Portland. Meetings are informal 
and focus on family and relationship issues. 
For more information call Ingraham 
Volunteers at n4-HELP. 
GREATER PORTlAND NOW meets the fourth 
Tuesday of the month from 7:30 -9:00 PM at 
the YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Pordand, Maine. 
For more information call Jennifer Halm-
Perzone at 871-0618or write P.O. Box 4012, 
Ponland, Maine 04101 . 
GRIEVING SUPPORT GROUP, for bereaved 
persons healing from the death of a loved 
one, rneels in 'Pordand on Tuesday Evenings 
from 7:00PM - 8:30PM. Call Kristine Watson, 
M.A., at n5-0366.DONATIONS. 
GAY IN SOBRIETY (AA) meets weekly on 
Tuesday from 6:00 - 7:00 PM, beginners 
meeting. Also meets from 7:30 - 8:30 PM on 
Tuesday, Speaker/Discussion meeting. Both 
meeting at the Williston West Church, 32 
Thomas Street, Pordand. 
LESBIAN ACOA (ADULT CHILDREN OF 
ALCOHOL.JCS) SUPPORT GROUP meets 
weekly on Tuesday from 7:00 -8:30 PM at the 
Unitarian Universalist Church, 2nd floor Annex, 
15 Pleasant Street, Brunswick, Maine. 
Non-~.moking meeting. All women welcome. 
WEDNESDAYS · 
LIFES1YI..ES AUJANCE CLUB meets weekly 
on Wednesdays from 12:00 -1 :00 PM on the 
UNE Campus. Location can be obtained by 
calling 283-0171 and asking for the Student 
Affairs Office. 
COL.BY COLLEGE BISEXUAL/LESBIAN/GAY 
COMIMUNrTY meets weekly on Wednesdays 
at 7:30 PM at Mary Low Coffeehouse, Colby 
College, Waterville, Maine. . 
GAY~LESBIANCOMMUNrTYNETWORKmeets 
at 7:30 PM on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th 
Wednesdays of the month at the Peace and 
Justic:e Center, 9 Central Street, Room 203, 
Bangor. Call 827-3107for more information . . 
AUGUSTA AREA HIV+ SUPPORT GROUP 
meets at the offices of Dr.Karen 
Kalus:tian of the Gardiner J'amily Physician, 
152 Dresden Ave. , Gardiner. Meetings are held 
on the 2nd and 4th Wednesdays from 6:30 to 
8:00 PM. For more information call Cecilia 
!-.elanid at 371-2147 or Steve Fleming , at 
m-1101 . 
GAYS AND LESBIANS UNITED meets the last 
Wednesday of each month at the Sanford 
Unitarlan Church on the corner of Lebanon 
Stree1t (Route 202) and Main Street (Route 
109) in Sanford, Maine. All welcome. Call 
439-5540for details . 
COLLEGE GAY MEN'S AND LESBIAN 
WOMYN'S RAP GROUP meets weekly on 
Wednesday at 92 Bedford Street, Pordand 
(USM Campus) from 7:00 -9:00 PM. Bisexuals 
weloome. Call 874-6796for more information. 
GAY AND LESBIAN ACOA meets Wednesday 
nigh1IS at 7:00 PM at the St. Matthews Rectory, 
Union Street, Hallowell. 
GAY AND LESBIAN AL-ANON meets 
Wednesday evenings from 7:00 - 8:00 PM at 
the Williston West Church, 32 Thomas Street, 
Portland. -
PROUD TO BE GAY/LESBIAN meeting of · 
Alcoholics Anonymous meets weekly from 
7:30 - 8:30 PM.Open discussion, non-
smoking. Meets downstairs (entrance at the 
end of the building) at the Unitarian/ 
Universalist Church, 1345 Broadway, 
Rockland, ME. 
THURSDAYS 
our AND ABOUT, A LESBIAN SOCIAL AND 
SUPPORT GROUP, meets every Thursday at 
7 PM in Portsmouth, N.H.New members 
welcome. For more information call Keryn at 
(6001) 749-5852,or write P.O. Box 695, Cape 
Neddick, Maine 03902 
OlllRIDERSMAINE, a bicycle club for lesbian 
women and gay men, meets each Thursday 
of daylight savings time at 6:00 PM at Back 
Cove parking lot in Portland. Bicyclists of all 
experience levels are encouraged to partici-
patE!. Riding time will be from 60 to 90 
min1Utes, after which we will gather at Ralf's 
on Forest Avenue for refreshment. Call 767-
382!5 for more information. 
ADULT WOMEN SURVIVORS OF RAPE 
SUPPORT GROUP is being offered by the 
Rape Crisis Center in Portland. Group is free 
and confidential and child care is 
provided.Oct. 4 -Dec. 16, fron 6:00 -7:30 PM. 
Call collect at n4-3613for more information 
and to set up an interview . 
SEACOAST LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP 
· meets at 7:00 PM at A Safe Place in 
Portsmouth, NH. A lesbian suppon group to 
develop an avenue of sharing and caring 
among lesbians in the Seacoast area, as well 
as socializing. Each weekly meeting focuses 
on a topic relevant to the Lesbian corrvnunity. 
EASTERN MAINE AIDS NETWORK (EMAN) 
meets every Thursday in Bangor. Call 
990-EMANor write to E'.MAN, P.O. Box 2038, 
Bangor, Maine 04401-2038. 
DOWN EAST AIDSNETWORKholds a healing 
circle for all affected by AIDS. Second and 
fourth Thursdays, from 7:00 - 8:30 PM. For 
more information call 326-8580.Blue Hill area. 
WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP FOR WOMEN 
WITH AIDS, ARC OR WHO ARE HIV+ meets 
weekly on Thursday at The AIDS Project from 
10:30 AM -Noon at 22 Monument Square, 5th 
floor, Portland, Maine. For more information, 
or if you are in need of day carEt, please call 
Diane or Toby at n4-6877. 
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS (ACOA) 
meets on Thursdays from 5:30 - 7:00 PM at 
, the YWCA; 87 Spring Street, Pordand. 
LNE AND LET LNE GROUP (AA} Big 
book/step meeting weekly on Thursdays from 
8:00 -9:00 PM at the Williston West Church, 
32 Thomas Street, Portland. 
LESBIAN/GAY ALCOHOL.JCS ANONYMOUS 
(AA) discussion group meets weekly on 
Thursday at the Unitarian Universalist Church, 
Main Street.- Bangor. Meeting begins at 7:30 
PM. 
FRIDAYS 
OUTRIGHT Pordand Alliance of Lesbian and 
Gay · Youth (22 years of age and younger) 
meets weekly on Fridays at 7:30 PM at Preble 
Street Chapel, 331 Cumberland Ave., 
Pordand. 
LIFESTYLES AUJANCE CLLIB meets weekly 
on Fridays at NOON on the UNE campus. 
Location can be obtained by calling 283-0171, 
ask for Barbara Hazard. 
LESBIANSIN SOBRIETY(AA)open meeting is 
held on Fridays from 7:00 - 8:00 PM at th 
Williston West Church, 32 Thomas Street, 
. Portland, Maine. 
ALCOHOLICSANO~OUS(AA)mets weekly 
on Fridays from 8:00 - 9:30 PM - Gays 
Together in Sobriety- - Open Discussion -
Christ Episcopal Church, BO Lafayette Road, 
Portsmouth, N.H. 
SATURDAYS 
PRIME TIMERS OF BOSTON, an organization 
for older Gay males, meets the third Saturday 
of every month from 2:00 - 4:00 PM at the 
Lindemann Health Center, 25 Staniford Street, 
in Downtown Boston. See Calender Section 
for any changes in location. 
THE GAY 90's, a men's group for the Waldo 
County area meets one Saturday night of the 
month for a social gathering. For information 
contact Paul S. Doolan at 342-58B6or write to 
RR #1 Box 569, Morrill, Maine 04952-0000 
OTHER MEETINGS 
SHORELINE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH 
SERVICES presents a new weekly therapy 
group for gay and lesbian persons age 21 and 
over. Group issues may include exploring 
one's gay or lesbian identity with self, family, 
and community; dealing with internal and 
external homophobia; exploring relationship 
issues, religious issues, career issues, and 
other issues of concern to group members. 
The group will meet in the Bath office (100 
- High Street) for 15 weekly 1 1 /2 hour sessions 
beginning in the Fall of 1990. Interested 
persons should contact Jim Talbot or Karen 
Ludwig at Shoreline for more information. 
Phone 729-4171or 1-800-834-4673. · 
0 ·- U R 
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THE AIDS PROJECT 
22 Monument Square - 5th floor 
Portland, Maine 04101-0000 
(207) 774-6877 
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS (ACOA) YWCA 
87 Spring Street 
Portland, Maine 04101-0000 
Weekly open discussion with focus on Gay/Lesbian 
issues. 
AIDS LINE 
(207) 775-1267 or . 
(800) 851 -AIDS 
Hours as follows: 
Monday & Wednesday: 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 
Tuesday : 9:00 AM - 4:30 PM 
Thursday: 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM 
Friday: 10:00 AM - 4:30 PM 
AM CHOFSHI 
Am Chofshi (Hebrew for "A Free People"), Maine's 
Jewish Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual chavrah, meets monthly 
to share Jewish holidays and to build community. For 
more information, call Bob (207) 871-1014. 
ANDROSCOGGIN )'ALLEY AIDS COALITION (AVAC) 
P.O. Box 7977 . 
Lewiston, Maine 04240-7977 
(207) 795-4019 
Non-profit organization with the following goals: to , 
provide community education about AIDS/HIV; to 
coordinate and support community-based services to 
people living with AIDS/HIV. their families and signifi-
cant others; to assess AIDS needs in our communities 
and to provide a -unified front on AIDS needs and 
issues; and to provide a forum for the exchange of 
support, professional skills. and technical resources. 
We have been meeting regularly at the Tri-County 
Chapter of the Red Cross in Auburn since late 1988, 
• and welcome all interested parties to attend our meet-
ings. For more information write or call. 
BATES COLLEGE GAY /LESBIAN/BISEXUAL/STRAIGHT 
ALLIANCE 
For more information write: 
Box 77 
Bates College 
Lewiston, Maine 04240 
Group meets Sunday evenings at 8:30 PM in Hirasawa 
Lounge, Chase Hall, Bates College. · 
BATH MEN'S GROUP 
Meets weekly for fun, fellowship, and good food. For 
more information, call (207) 443-1211 . All welcome. 
BELFAST AREA AIDS GROUP 
for PWA's, HIV+, family, friends and caregivers. Call 
the Waldo County Aids Coalition at (207) 338-1427, or. 
Alan at (207) 548-2929 (evenings or weekends). Meets , 
on Mondays. 
BOWDOIN COLLEGE BISEXUAL/GAY/LESBIAN ALLI-
ANCE FOR DIVERSITY (B-GLAD) 
Moulton Union Information Desk 
Bowdoin College 
Brunswick, Maine 04011 
Group meets on Tuesday evenings. 
CENTER FOR COMMUNITY DENTAL HEALTH (CCDH) 
813 Washington Avenue · 
Portland, Maine 04103 
(207)87 4-1025 
CCDH is a nom-profit, United Way agency dedicated to 
providing exceptional dental care to every individual in 
the community. Fees are on a sliding scale based on 
the individuals income level. Clinics are located in 
Portland, Saco, and Auburn, Maine. Please call for 
more information. 
COLBY COLLEGE BISEXUAL/LESBIAN/GAY COMMU-
NITY . 
c/o Student Activities Office 
Colby College 
Waterville, Maine 04901-0000 
Informational phoneline second and fourth Wednes-
day of every month (207) 873-3536. For more infor-
mation call Mark (207) 872-3683 or Al (207) 872- · 
3000. The CCBLGC serves members of the Colby and 
Waterville communities as both a social and political 
medium. Promoting community awareness and knowl-
edge, the CCBLGC maintains safe and comfortable 
atmosphere for bisexuals, lesbians, and gays. Group 
meets on Monday evenings. 
DIGNITY /MAINE 
P.O. Box 8113 
Portland, Maine 04104-8113 
Organization of gay and lesbian Catholics and their 
friends. Organized to re-inforce our self-acceptance 
and dignity as people of God, to develop leadership, 
and to be an instrument through which gay and lesbian 
Catholics may be heard by the church and society. 
Group meets on Monday evenings. 
DOWN EAST AIDS NETWORK (DEAN) 
P.O. Box 779 
Blue Hill, Maine 04614-0000 
(207) 326-8580 
A community based grassroots organization. We 
provide community education and support services 
for those affected by AIDS. DEAN is a gay positive 
organization support group for HIV+, family, friends, 
and those at risk. Meets Tuesdays. For more informa- · 
lion call Tracy for more information. 
DOWNEAST INTEGRITY CHAPTER-IN-FORMATION 
C/0 Rev Fr. Edwin A. Garrett, Ill 
St. Saviour's Episcopal Church 
P.O. Box 355 
Bar Harbor, Maine 04609 
(207) 288-5362 
Meets second Monday of the month at St. Saviour's 
Church. Please call for more information. 
EASTERN MAINE AIDS NETWORK (EMAN) 
P.O. Box 2038 
Bangor, Maine 04401-2038 
(207) 990-EMAN 
Provides case management services to HIV-infected 
people and their families in Penobscot, Piscataquis, 
Hancock, Washington, and Aroostook counties. Sup-
port group meets every Thursday evening in Bangor. In 
addition, EMAN staff are available to provide educa-
tional presentations within the same five county area. 
FEMINIST SPIRITUAL COMMUNITY 
9 Deering Street 
P.O. Box 3771 
Portland, Maine 04104-3771 
(207) 773-2294 
M~ets on Monday evenings .. 
GAY/LESBIAN CONTRA DANCERS 
69 Mountain View Avenue 
Bangor, Maine 04401-0000 
_(207) 947-2329 _ -- - -· 





The Powers House 
88 Winslow Street 
. Portland, Maine 04103-0000 
(207) 87 ~-6596 
GAY/LESBIAN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS 
C/0 Williston West Church 
32 Thomas Street 
Portland, Maine 04102-0000 
Meets Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday eve-
__ nings. 
GAY/LESBIAN COMMUNITY NETWORK 
P.O. Box 212 
Bangor, Maine 04401 -0000 
(207) 862-5907 
(207) 866-7958 
Meets Sunday and Wednesday evenings. 
HARBOR MASTORS, INC. 
P.O. Box 4044 
Portland, Maine 04101 -0000 
' INTEGRITY 
St. Matthew's Church 
18 Union Street 
Hallowell , Maine 04347-0000 
(207) 623-3041 
(207) 845-2985 
Lesbian and Gay Episcopals and their friends. It is a 
· · family within the church, a place to find close commu-
nity and support. It offers an opportunity to find growl~, 
education, and prayer. 
LESBIAN AND GAY FREEDOM TRAIL BAND 
C/0 YWCA - 7th floor 
120 Clarendon Street 
Boston, Mass. 
(61 7) 424-7025 [Kathy] 
(617) 267-6186 [Gary] 
(598) 264-9085 [Zoe] 
Meets Tuesday evenings. 
p A p I R 
LESBIAN/GAY COMMITTEE 
Maine Chapter of the National Association of 
Social Workers 
P.O. Box 5112 - Station A 
. Portland, Maine 04102-5112 
LIFESTYLES ALLIANCE CLUB 
University of New England Campus 
Biddeford, Maine · 
(207) 283-0171 
Advisors: Barbara Hazard and Vern Patterson 
An organization of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and 
straight persons. We curr(!ntly have students 
from the various colleges including · OT, PT, 
Medical Students, MSW, and undergraduate 
students. Our primary goals include support and 
educating others about alternative lifestyles. All 
persons are welcome to attend or call to find out 
more about our organization. 
Group ~~ts Friday aftemOC)n. _ _ 
Maine Connection 
P.O. Box 5145 - Station A 
Portland, Maine 04102-5245 
MONADNOCK AREA WOMYN (MAW) 
P.O. Box 6345 
Keene, NH 03431 
(603) 357-5757 
Mountain v.,, Men (MVM) 
P.O. Box 36 
Center Conway, NH 03813-0036 
(207) 925-1034(Paul) 
A social group for gay men from western 
Maine and eastern New Hampshire. We meet 
at each others' homes for Pot Luck and plan 
activities as the members desire. Write or call 
for more information. -- -- -
Maine Bisexual People's Network 
. P.O. Box 1792 
Portland, Maine 04104-1792 
Call the Gay/Lesbian Alliance at (207) 87 4-6596 to' 
leave a message. 
Our purpose is to affirm in ourselves and others the 
positive nature of bisexuality and to work toward 
greater acceptance in the bisexual, :iay, lesbian and 
straight communities. 
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance 
P.O. Box 232 
Hallowell, Maine 04347-0000 
. "1errymeellng AIDS Support Semen 
- · P.O. Box 57 
Brunswick, Maine 04011-0057 
(207) 725-4955 
Provides support services to PWA's those with HIV 
· disease, and their family and friends. MASS also 
provides education services free of charge to the 
greater Bath/Brunswick community. MASS also has 
"buddies" available for PWA's and HIV+ . 
·. TINt Maine Healtll Foundation 
P.O. Box 7329 DTS 
: Portland, Maine 04112-7329 
A non-profit, tax-exempt organization that offers both 
direct and indirect financial support for people with 
~Q§JPWA's) in Maine. · '· Please write for · 
more information . 
Niw Brunswick Coalition of Human Rights Reforms 
P.O. Box 1556 
Station A 
Fredericton, New Brunswick 
Canada 
l:3B 5G2 
New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for Gay and Les-
bian Rights 
P.O. Box 756 
· Coontoocook, NH 03329-0756 
_(~03) 22~:9009 . ~-- , 
Northern Lambda Noni • 
P.O. Box990 
Caribou, Maine 04736-0990 
Gay/Lesbian Phoneline: (207) 498-2088 
Greater Portland Chapter of the National Organlza• 
lion of Women 
c/oYWCA 
· 87 Spring Street 
Portland, Maine 04101-0000 
(207) 879-0877 (Perry Krasow) 
An action-oriented group. Our primary goals are three-
fold: [1) to foster Equal Rights for women; [2) to insure 
unrestricted choice around reproductive rights; [3) to 
support Lesbian and Gay rights. We have speakers and 
events for the public on the fourth Tuesday of every 
month. 
Out and About 
P.O. Box 695 
Cape Neddick, ME 03902 
Keryn at (603) 749-5852 
Out and About, a lesbian social and support 
group, meets every Thursday at 8 p.m. in 
Portsmouth, NH. New members welcome. 
Call Keryn at (603) 749-5852or write P.O. Box 
695, Cape Neddick, ME 03902 for more 
information. 
Our Paper 
9 Deering Street 
P.O. Box 10744 
Portland, Maine 04104 
(207) 761-0733 
Our purpose is to serve as a voice for the lesbians and 
gay men in Maine. We are made up of a group of 
dedicated volunteers who wish to broaden the under-
standing of our lifestyles and of each other. All new 
volunteers welcome. · 
OUTRIGHT 
P.O. Box 5028 Station A 
Portland, Maine 04102-5028 
Portland Alliance of Gay and Lesbian Youth. Are you 
gay and under 22 years of age? For more information, 
call Ingraham Volunteers. Dial information: (207) 77 4-
HELP (a 24 hour hotline) or if your 18 and under, you 
can also call Dial-KIDS: (207) 77 4-TALK. Call now for 




P.O. Box 2080 
. Great Island, 




P.O. Box 681 
· Scarborough, Maine 04074-0681 
Prime Timers of Boston 
c/o D. Bourbeau 
604 Tremont Street 
Boston, Maine 02118-1605 
An organization for older gay males that meet monthly 
on the third Saturday of every month from 2 to 4 PM. 
See calendar section for changes in location and sched-
ule (if any) . 
PWA Coalition ol Maine 
377 Cumberland Avenue 
Portland, Maine 04101-0000 
(207) 773-1!500. 
RAG. (RURALACTMTIESGUIDE) 
P.O. Box 32!>3 
North Conway, NH 03860 
803-447-2395 
A quarterty newsletter for the women's 
comnmlty of western Maine and the Mount 
Washington Valley of New Hampshire. · 
_ Moi'llhly potluck dlnnera, aeaaoNI! dances and 
· various othw actlvhle8. Subsa1f)tlon Is $12.00 
_per~- flnll_ ~ _l_!ee· -
RUMFORD/MEXICO AREA AIDS .SUPPORT 
GROUP 
c/o Community Aids Awareness Program 
. (207) 369-0259 
Group meets Monday evcniligs at the Mexico Con-
gregational Cllurch (the "Green Cllurch") from 7:00 
PM to 8:30 PM. . 
· Seacoast Gay Men (SGM, Inc.) 
P.O. Box 1394 
Portsmouth, NH 03801-1394 
J603)898-1115[AI) . _ __ _ _ _ _____ _ 
A social group for gay men meeting weekly on Monday 
eveningsat7 PM (excepting Holidays). ThefirstMonday 
, of the month is a potlu~ supper. Remaining Monday's 
· are given to a_ wide variety of presentations, discus-
5.ions, films, etc. 
TRANSUPPORT 
P.O. Box 17622 
Portland, Maine 04101-0000 
· Transupport is a non-profit, non-sexual, social and 
educational peer support group for Transsexuals, cross-
dressers, and their families and friends who desire a 
better understanding of gender-related issues. Meet-
ings are held bi-monthly on Sundays at 6:00 PM. Write 
for location and more information. 
USM Women's Fo111m 
University' of Southern Maine 
92 Bedford Street 
Portland, Maine 04103~0000 
WIide-Stein Club 
Memorial Uniorr 
University of Maine - Orono 
Orono, Maine 04469-0000 
~ Waldo County AIDS Education Commltfite 
P.O. Box 772 
Belfast, Maine 04915-0772 
(207) 338-t 427 ; 
Provide AIDS education for the greater community, 
schools, businesses, as well as a gay positive support 
group for PWA's, HIV positive, family, friends and · 
caregivers. For more information, please call. 
WOMLAND Trust inc. 
P.O. Box 55 
Troy, Maine 04987-0055 
A non-profit organization whose purpose is tp acquire 
land throughout the state to protect it for use by current 
and future generations of womn and ~hildren. Meet-
ings Second Sunday every month. Location varies , 
19. 
Summtr :Hiurs 
'iuMda~ -- Sunday 
r:11.m- ~ t: a,m. 
It is with great pleasure 
THE MA TLOVICH SOCIETY 
announces the 
speaking engagenient of 
the Honorable 
BARNEY FRANK 
openly gay Congresstnan 
f rotn Massachusetts, 
Thursday, August 15, 1991, 7:30 p.m. 
Portland Museum of Art Auditorium 
7 Congress Square, Portland, Maine. 
A reception im1ncdiately follows the address. 
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children's clothing, accessories & toys . 
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LEGAL SERVICES FoR OuR CoMMUNITY 
• Domestic Partnership Agreements and Dissolutions 
• Wills, Living Wills, Powers of Attorney 
• Real Estate 
• FamilyLaw 
• Civil and Criminal Trials 
MILES D. FRIEDEN · BRENDA M. Buc11ANAN 
Attorneys :it Law 
· ' P.O. Box 331 · 
ApfK)inun..:nlS Arranged St:itl!widc 












f ~,a.Sl lt , BY WOMEN ' 
~~ fJ-:- . . . I 
.~? ~~- ~- FoR WOMEN. . . 
1 ~. ~- , : ;- :'Jr-.-'-'\ Nor FOR PROFIT ... ! , 
-£"s1i Our 11th Year! 
Labor Day Weekend Hardwick, Mass. 
S 99 2 Hours from Boston Aug. 30 - ept. 2, 1 1 45 Mins. from Northampton 
~.Jb , f • .90 Mins. from Hartford ,,,l. 
1U ~ •·· eaturzng .-.. 0.. 
Al l x Dobkin -* Marga GJm ez * Libana · * Karen Williams 
Sue Fink * Beth Brant* Robin Flower & Libby McLaren * 
Sued e * And many more exciting performers * 
Tenting&Cabins• Crafts· Workshops· Entertainment· Videos · Swimming 
Tenn is · Activities & Games • Q:>en MIC• Auctio n! ! 
for more info SASEto: NEWMR, P.O.Box217NewHaven, Ct.06513 (203)468-8508 
\,_ _____ _ Limite~ Space..:_: ~et ·your ticket:._early!! ______ _) 
